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THERMAL THEORY 01’ COMBUSTION AND EXPLOSION

III. THEORY OF NORMAL FLAME PROPAGATION*

By’ N. I?c Semenov

1. iXpERIIJENT&L DATA ON FLAME PROPAGATION

On igniting a combustible gas mixture at any point by
means of a spark or hot body the process of combustion will
be propagated throughout the mass of the mixture. This is
what occurs in the explosion of methane in coal mines and
of the fuel mixture in the internal combustion engine. If
this phenomenon is observed through a glass tube filled
with the combustible mixture and ignited by a’spark at one
end, it will readily be found that along the tube a narrow
flame front is propagated, which separates the already
burning gas (behind the front) from the fresh as yet un-
ignited gas (ahead of the front).

In the above cases the flame moves through an initially
stationary gas. IrJmapy cases, ilowever, the process of
combustion takes place in a combustible gas which is moving
toward the ignition source. A stationary flame will then
be obtained such as tilat in the usual Bunsen burner. In
each case we are dealing with the same phenomenon of the
IIIOti.OnOf the flame front with respect to the unburned
gas. In the combustion of a homogeneous mixture the com-
bustion proceeds with great intensity because the velocity”
of the reaction at the flame ter,pbrature is very high. The
process occurs with much less intensity wherl the combusti-
ble gas is not completely mixed with air, as is the case,
for example, in the burnin~ o.fa naphtha torch flame issuing
from a nozzle or in the Combustion of a gas burner witho’ut
air opening. In these cases the rate of combustion ~s
limited not by the speed of reaction but by the rate ‘of “
the,mixing through diffusion of the molecules of the corn-
bustible and th~ oxyge~o ‘-~n-tiiesel engine; end forced
furnaces it is attempted to accelerate this process of
mixing of the reacting gases by constructional means that
will insure the energetic turbulence of the gas. Not-”
withstanding various mathematical difficulties the theory

*ll”progress of physical Science.!! (u.S.S.R.), vcl. 24, no. 4, .
1940, pp. 433-486,
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of purely diffusive flames is fundamentally clear since
the rate of combustion is determined by simple diffusive.
processes. Much less understood is the fundamental proc-
ess of combustion of the combustible gas mixtures which
wee mentioned earlier. In the present paper we shall con-
cern ourselves precisely with this problem to which our
discussion will be limited. We may note, incidentally,
in a number of cases the combustible fuel gas is always
Ilmixedllo This is the case when the flame is associated
witli the decomposition of any single given endothermic
substance and proceeds without oxygen or air (decomposi~
tion of C120 , OzOn,e, vapors of explosive gases, etc.).
By the term combustion we shall denote the propagation
of the flame in the process of combining with oxygen or
during any other chemical processes where a certain
amount of energy is liberated and a flame may exist.

The temperature of the gases immediately behind the
flame front can be readily computed from the thermodynamic
data if the heat losses in the flame zone are not largez
This temperature for various compositions of the mixture
fluctuates generally between 1500° and 2$000°K. Often (on
account of dissociation) complete combustion does not take
place in the flame front and a part of the substance may
complete its combustion behind the flame front. The Bun-
sen burner generally operates with excess fuel mixtures. -
The most intense combustion takes place in the inner cone
which. forms a thin flame cap. In this zone the fuel burns
to CO, C02, H2, and H20, the relative concentration of
which is determined by the equilibrium of the hydrogen
gas at the combustion temperature. The products CO
and Ha are burned by the diffusion of the oxygen of
the air within the wide outer cone of the burner. In
this zone the process is determined not by the speed of
reaction but by the diffusion.

The two processes in the Bunsen burner may be sepa-
rated~ for which purpose the burner is surrounded by a
glass tube held in place by a plug, as shown in figure lD
By this means the cones can be separated.
(a) as ‘before forms

The inner cone
a kind of thin flame cap over the

end of the burner. Since the glass tube becomes filled~
with the products of combustion intermingled with the
products of incomplete combustion and dissociation of the
fuel, there is no access of the oxygen of the air to the in-
side cone and therefore no outer cone of the flame is here
formed. At’ the exit to the air, however, these products
can burn by mixing with the oxygen and thus the outer
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cone (h) is displaced at the mouth of the tube and
the two cones separated. .......-------.-- ..._........-.,:- ~-=,-...,’,’,’,.”---

We shall thus concern ourselves with the process of
combustion in homogeneous mixtures taking place in a very
thin zone of the flame front, (L~ter we shall see that the
thickness of this zone is of the order of 10-2 cm; ) This
thin zone is sufficient., however, for the reactionproc-
osses to take place, the heat given out being expended
in heating the fresh cool ~as ahead of the flame front
to a high temperature. Due to the fact that the gas on
one side of the zone consists of the products of reaction
and on the other side of the initial substances energetic
diffusion processes will take plo,ce in this zone- These
in sum are the phenomena that occur in the flame fkont.
Our problem is, on the basis of a study of these phenomena,
to obtain quantitative expressions for the speed of com-
bustion of the substances in the flame front.

Due to the fact that the zone within which the com~
bustion takes place is very thin, external, artificially..
produced turbulence and even the motion of the gas arising.
from the combustion pr~cess, will lead only to a curvature
of the surface of the flame front and an increase in its
area but will riot disturb the structure of the zone itself,
(They will n~t, for example, complicate the processes of
diffusion and h~zat transfer in the zone,) Thus any kind
of motion or turbulence in the gas only increases the
p.re.aof the flame front but does not change the’ charac-
teristics of any elcrncnt of the front ~.rea. Particularly,
on a unit area of the flame front of a given mixture the
s,ame quantity of fuel per second Vm will always be burned.
Tnci’efore the total quantity of fuel burned per second over
the entire flame front area. S will be VmS. Any curvature
of the flame front due to gas floI~Jsor turbulence will
therefore increase the total qur.ntity of burned fuel in
proportion to the increase in the flame front area S.
There thus enters in the theory of combustion for each
given mixture a certain constant, .namely, the mass rate of
combustion Vm equal to the number of grams of mixture
burned per second per unit area of the flame front.

In ,~urning a de,finit.e quantity. of..fuel..per..second,.
P5-- ..

the flame front is displaced with respect to the initial
gas as fresh quantities of the latter are consumed by the
flame. It is not difficult to establish a relation between
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the mass rate of combustion and ‘the linear velocity of
the displacement of the flame front. In. order to secure
the combustion of vmdS grams of the mixture it’is
necessary that this quantity of the mixture be brought
up to -the” element dS of the flame front either by
displacement of the flame front or by having fresh gas
supplied to the stationary flame front. For ‘this pur-
pose the linear velocity of displacement of a given
element of the flame front with respect to the unburned
gas in the direction normal to the flame front surface
at a given position should be equal to V. = ‘m/Po where

P. is the density of the initial cold gas. This linear
velocity v. is denoted as the I!normal velocity of.flame
propa~at’ion. 11* It is a characteristic constant for the
combustion process of every mixture and does not depend
on the hydrod;rnamic conditions under wb.ich the combustion
occurs.

If the ’flame front in a tube were plane (or a sphere
normal to the axis of the tube) the displacement velocity
of the flame front (with ignition at the open end of the
tube) would exactly be equal to the normal speed of prop-
ag.ation. Actually the burned gases on .sxpanC.ing flow
out through the open end of the tube into the atmosphere
accord-ing to the law of laminar flow (th?.t is, with veloc-
ities w-arying with the distance from the wall). At the
wall itself the flow velocity of the burned gases is equal
to zero. It can readily be shown that the burning gases
at the flame front od~cs ihould flow .at an angle to the
latter. A detailed though qualitative analysis of the
hydrodynamics of the flow of the gases in this ce.se (see
Jest reference 1) leads to the conclusion that the plane
front is unstable and that the front should assume a
curvature. The stable form will be th:.t of a cap which
bul-ges in the direction of motion of the flame. On figure
2 is shown a number of instantaneous flame-front photo-
graphs separated by equal time intervals, the front being
propagated in a vertical tube (d = 5 cm, ‘mixture of 58
percent CO and 42 percent ~.ir, pictures hy Ba.rsky),
F:>r flame propagation in a horizontal tube (if.the latter
is not too narrow) there wiil also be a. convexity due
to gravity which makes the front unsymmetrical with
respect to t he tube axis (figs 3). As long as there
is no change in the hydrodynamic conditions the shape of the

*Denated as transform$.tion velocity in NACA reports.
(Tr?.nsla.torls note.)
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flame front will remain ‘&onstant, hence also the quan,tity
vmS of’.gas burned per second and also the velocity of
displacement+ -of the -fla-me-f-rent-asa whole; This veloc-
ity V(jbs will...evidently ‘be.equal to’ VmS/Rl’2po* where :
r is the radius} of the tube and S as.before the total
‘flame-front a~ea, whence VQ3S = ‘o s/~r2~ ?hat ‘s? ‘he
ratio of the observed”v~loclty of propagation in a cer-
tain tube to the normal velo:city is as the area of the
flame front to that .of the tube. Tests show, in fact,t hat
for a distance .0.5 - .1 meter (depending on the total length
of the tube) the velocity of propagation ‘of the ‘flame in the
tube ”remains constant. ‘This is seen from figures 2; 3, and
4, wh”icl~shows a photograph of the fla”me propagation obtained
on a rotating ~ilm. (II? w is the linear speed of motion
of the film tan ~ = vobs/wo) The constancy of the angle
T, that is, the~ rectilinear trace of the flame indicates
the constancy of. the propagation ’velocity. By both of
these photography “methods the value of the observed veloc-
ity of propagation can be obtained.

TABLE I

Velocity of flame propagation in 10-percent mixtures of
methane with air in tubes of various diameters and com-

putation of the normal velocity of -----— .-.—z, -..

. . .—-
Diameter
of tube

(cm)

10
10
“5
5
2,5”
2.5 “
2.5
,2.5

2.5
2.5

Z. 5.......

~
,*For a d

Direction
of flame

propagation

Horizontal
----Do----
----do----
----d.o----
----do----
----do----
----do----
vertical

up
same

vertical
down
same- ‘“--

Observed velocity
of propagation

(’Cm)see)

111

71
92”.
61.5
7’1● 5
.63
59
58. ....

92:5
61

..........58 .;

Area of normal
flame velocity
front
(cm2) (cm/see)

300 29
189 29
.66 27
48.5 25
12.6 28
11”.0 28
lob4 , 28
4.8 28 .s

66.5 “.27
46 26

..- ~3*5
26

I
.splacement “of the flame front with velocity Vobs ,

the quantity of substance consumed in the flame front per
section is ‘OiS p. mrz grams. On the other hand at t~e
flame front area S there burn each second vmS grams
whence ‘ohs Po ~r

2 = Vms = Vopos.

.-A
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The.,first method has the advantage that, besides per-
mitting the computation of the fla,me-front area S, At
also permits the computation by the above’ formul.as of the
normal velocity of propagation To ●“ The results of the
computation are given in table I*

‘WC see that for, tubes, of different d~ameters for
various shapes of the flame front and various observed
velocities of the flame propagation. the computation
actually give’s a constant (within the limits ofobser-
vation errors) normal velocity of propagation.*

We have alre,ady shown that the uniform flame prop-
agation in a tube is observed only at the start of the
process over the first meter of”the flame path. !?here-
after the flame propagations for reasons not yet under-
stood~ presents a nonuniform character. The flame. at
times begins to move ahead with a very large velocity;
at times the velocity decreases mid oven reverses its
direction - that is, a kind of oscillation begins to
take place. This is. clearly trought out$ for example,
in figure 23 (reference 9)0 It is also seen in figure
3 where the regular flame front, after traveling 50
centimeters along the tubeg disappears sudden3.y and the
picture becomes confused owing to the eaergetic flame
oscillations. Sometimes the latter attains a very large
amplitude as is seen in figure 5 (reference 9)C In many
cases there occurs another type of disturbance of the
regularity of flame propagation in the tube as shown in

figure 6, giving an example of the acceleration of the
flame propagation and the occurrence of a detonation wave
(taken on a rotating film, stoichiomctric mixture of
methane, photograph by Sokolik (reference 9)). As may be
seen, the flame travels slowly, at first with a constant
velocity, then the velocity begins to increase gradually,
and finally at the distance S from the point of igni-.
tion the flame’ propagation enters a sew. regime charac-
terized by detonation.

*In wide horizontal tubes the convection in the direction

of gravity disturbs the correct shape of the flame front ,
producing in it all kinds of nodes and breaks, a condition
which renders impossible the ineasl~rement of the normal
velocity of propagation. The lower photograph (fig. 12)
of the article by Sokolik (reference 9) is an example
of this type ‘of i’lame propagation. ‘“

...

.-
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The detonating combustion (like the normal one)
‘progresses at a constant rate with-the difference,,how-—. ... ........
ever , that”’tlie-ile-t-onatingvelocity ‘exceeds the normal
combustion rate “hundreds and “thousands of times. Det--
onati.on does ‘not arise in every mixture but only in
mixtures with a sufficiently large amount of heat liber-
ation. The normal propag~.tion is associated with flame
propagation “through heat co.nducti~ity,the flame front
heating t!ie neighboring cool layers of fresh gas to a
high temperature, insuring a“high reaction velocity;
whereas in the detonating regime, the flame propagation
occurs with the aid of the hydrodynamic shock wave.
Over this wave front there is a sudden compression of the
unburned gas to a very high pressure. A.s a result of
adiabatic compression the temperature of the gas sharply
rises and the mixture reacts “suddenl,$. In our present
paper we shall not consider these interesting phenomena
which are important %ot.h from a theoretical and practical
point of view. We shall only touch upon the problems of
the fluctuating type of propagation which often arises
to disturb the regularity of the normal propagation.
There sometimes occur cases where the amplitude of these
fluctuations is not I.arge. In these cases, notwithstand-
ing the presence of fluctuations, the average in time of
the propagation velocity maintains the same value as the
velocity of uniform propagation that occurs at the start
of the process. According to J~st this may be ccasiderecl
as proof of the fact that for small fluctuations the flame
front remains stable and maintains its shape. Relative to
the unturned gas the flame is propagated with the same
constant velocity. The reason for the apparent irregular-
ity of motion of the fl”ame with reference to the observer
appears to be the oscillation of the gas column in the
tube as a whole. These oscillations originate from cer-
tain unexplained hydrodynamic causes connected with the
motions of the gases during the flame propagation. Small
flame oscillations can be made out on figure2 (successive
flame fronts compressed, then rarified].

In those ca’ses where the amplitude of the oscillation
becomes large this oscillatory motion of the gas, by
cha,nging the distribution of the flow velocity over the
tube cross section, leads in. turn to a curvature of the.
flamei front;

.
increasing its area and thus also the mean

rate of combustion.

Tlame acceleration preceding detonation, as Shelkin
has shown, also appears as a result of ‘the progressive

‘A ..-...—...—.— —.
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increase in area of the flame front ~.nd is not associated
with any increase in the normal velocity. He showed that
this acceleration is observed in the case where the gas
motions, arising from the combustion, have a velocity
exceeding the critical Reynolds ve,locity~ that is~ where

turbulence may arise leading to an increase in the area
of the combustion front and hence to an incrqase in the
observeq velocity of propagation. If the latter is so
small that the critical velocity of the gas flow is not
reached no detonation arises. If the normal velocity
is sufficiently large nonsimultaneous turbulent motions
may arise in a smooth tube and gradually increase. I?or
this reason observe at first constant “normal velocity
of propagation and only after the flame has traversed R
more or less long portion of the tube does ~.cceleration
of the flame with detonattbn arise. The correctness of
these views was demonstrated directly by Sheikin by
observing the flame propagation in a tube with roughened

.wa~ls (to obtain wzhich he placed a wire spiral inside the
tube) . The turbulent motions were then expected to arise
considerably earlier and this was actually found to be
the case, the detonation being found to arise in the
immediate neighborhood of the ignition source at a dis-
tance of a few centimeters of f~ame travel; that is, the
distance from the source of ignition to the detonating
point was shortened more than ten times as compared with
a smooth. tube.

.

We thus see that every kind of disturbance in the
observed velocity of propagation of t-he flame is connected
either with fluctuation of the gas column or with an in-
crease in the area of the combustion front due to hydro-
dynamic causes, (for lamina,r flows by a change in the
sh~.pe of the flame front and. for turbulent f~ows by an
overlaying of the flame front surface by sort df small
ripples). The normal velocity of propagation remains,
however, ccnstant for all these regimes and detonation
appears principally by the new type of the flame prop-
agation.

There are, however, more direct methods of deter-
mining the velocity of flame propagation under conditions
where the hydrodynamic state of motion of the gas is
considerably silnpler than for flame propagation along a
tube. In the case of flame propagation in a spherical
vessel with ignition at the center the entire arrangement
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is symmetrical so that only radial flows are possible
and. t,.here$s_n.o_.rea,sonfor, the spherical___g,uryature of
the flame frq.nt.

...-

Radial flow arises from the condition that the gas
burning at’the flame front (thus enclosed within the
flame s@here) has a combustion temperature many times
exceeding the temperature’ of the unburned gas and lience
occupies a large volume. This forms a radial flow of
unburned gas ahead of th+e flame front., the velocity of
which, compounded with the normal propagation velocity
(relative to the unburned gas) leads to an observed
velocity considerably in excess of Vo,.‘ohs In the

case where, for the spherical vessel a soap bubble is
employed which expands with expansion of the gas, the
~rocess of combustion can be c’arried out tit constant
pressure and the computation of the obseryed velocity

Vobs as a function of the normal velocity V. con-

siderably simplified.

Assuming, provisionally, an element of the flame
front of unit area as stationary, we know that Vm = V. p.
grams of unburned gas per second flows up to it, hence
the same amount of burned gas is removed. If the density
of the burned gas at the temperature of combustion is p,
the velocity of the burned gas v multiplied by p
should, according to the law of conservation of matter,
be equal to Vm = V. po, whence /‘O ’PO=VP ‘r ‘= VOPOPS
V. = vp/po. But the velocity v with which the burned
gas. moves relative to the flame front is equal to the
velocity of the flame front relative to the burned gas,
and since the burned gas under the test conditions is
stationary relative to the observer, v = v is the

ohs
observed flame propagation velocity. It may be measured
bY the two above-mentioned photographic methods, namely:

(1) by a series of successive instantaneous pictures;

(2) by photographing the flame motion (expansion of
the flame sphere) on a rotating film. (See fi&.16 of the
above--mentioned, art$c,.leby So,kolik (rqfere.nce.,9)Jjq which
the soap buble at the beginning and end of the process is.
indicated schematically). .

Thus, .knowing vobss we obtain the normal velocity
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where To is the initial temperature of the gas and T1

the combustion temperature, that is, the temperature of
the burned gases. Since according to the Gay-Lussac law
the voliiae. v = 4/3. nr3 (at constant pressure) is directly
proportional to the absolute temperature T the ratio
To/Tl will be equal to the ratio ro3/rX3 where r. is

the initial radius of th~ bubble and rl the radius of
the bubble when all the gas in it is burned~ (This radius
can readily.be found from the photograph;)

We thus obtain an elegant and very clear method from
the theoretical point of view for the measurement of the
normal velocity of propagation. If we operate with closed
tubes or solid closed spherical,vessels then as a result
of the expansion of the gases during combustion, the
pressure as t~e flame travels, will increase. Since the
propagation velocity may depend .on the pressure and since
the hydrodynamic computation is, in this’ case, complicated,
the method of measuring the normal velocity under these
conditions is very difficult. By employing long tubes
or large spherical vessels, b.owever$ and restricting tb.e
measurement to the initial phase of the flame propagation
(when the rise in pressure is not large) we may success-
fully apply to the analysis of the results all the con-
siderations and formulas which were obtained. by us for
tubes open at one end and for a soap bubble.

The simplest method of all for measuring the nornal
velocity is by means of the Bunsen burner, that is, the
method of the stationary flame. Its disadvantage appears
to be only the large expenditure of combustible gas. If
the flame front in the tube were plane and hence propa-
gated with the normal velocity v we might, by blowing
gas with velocity V. toward the”flame, bring the flame
to rest aud thus obtain a stationary flame in the gas
stream. The position of ,the flame, however, would not
be stable because small fluctuations in the velocity of
the stream would throw the flame forward or backward
depending on whether the velocity of the stream was smaller
or greater than Vo. If, in the axis of the tube, we
place a point ignition source in the form of a hot point
or spark it is possible to increase the velocity of the
stream considerably above V. and Jmaintain a siable flame.
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The flame front will then be in the. shape of a cone .
spreading in the direction of the flow, its vertex
situated “at the point of ignition and its base on the
walls o“f the tube, The greater the -relocity” of the
stream v the more ext”ended .i.sthe,,cone. The cone
angle, the tingle between the axis (or the velocity of
the stream) and the slant side, is such that V. = v sin ~.
It is readilj seen that the quantity of the gas supplied
by the stream to a unit area of the combustion cone will
be equal to povsinv=povo and this magnitude should,

as we know, be equal to the mass rate of combustion vm =

‘o PO” From this it is clear that the velocity of the

stream may be considerably greater than V. without caus-
ing a break in the flame. If the ignition source is taken
to be not a point on the axis but a heated wire ring placed
against the walls of the tube it will then be found with-
out difficulty that the shape “of the front should again be
a cone having its base on the ignition ring. Both cases
are sketched ~n figure 7*

Tests, such as those described above, are much more

easily and simply carried out with a Bunsen burner. At
the rim of the burner stagnation points of the flow are
formed where the velocity of the flow is
fore

small and there-
when the burner is lighted these points play the

part of the constant i~nition source. The gas strea’m
escaping from the burner (the burner usually operated
with laminar flow) moves for a considerable distance in
the form of a cylindrical column with the same velocity
v that prevails within the burner tube. The conditions
are thus obtained for the formation of a stationary
conical flame front. Knowing tb.e amount of fuel gas
supplied and the cross-sectional area of the burner we
determine the velocity y and from the cone angl~ p
find the normal velocity o.f propagation V. = v sin W.
It is simpler to measure not the angle cp but the height
h of the con~e The an,gle ~0 ,is then obtained from the
equation tan cp= r/h (fig”. ~).’,

The simple conical shape i“s obtained in the case
where the velocity of the gas flow is uniform over the
~ntire tu-be cross sect ion.” “Actually with laminar flow
of the gas along the tube the velocity distribution is
parabolic, being a maximum at the center and falling off
toward the walls of the tube.’ It will readily be seen
that under these conditions the stationary flame frnnt
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will differ somewhat from the simple cone and will assume
the cap shape shown in’figure .9. This is, in fact, the .
shape assumed by the inner cone ofa Bunsen burner. For
this reason the measurement of the normal velocity, accord-
ing to the previously given formulas from $he height of the

cone, involves a certain error. !l!hemore accurato metliod
is therefore to photograph the cone and determine its area
S from the photographs. Knowing the combustion area and
the volume of gas per second V supplied to the burner
the normal velocity is easily found from the formula

‘o = v/s.

In determining the propagation velocity by the
Bunsen cone method it is often more convenient to make
use of the arrangement with separated cones.

The greatest number of measurements of the norr,al
velocity refers to air and oxygen mixtures of. carbon
monoxide, hydrogen, methane or technical combustible
gases of the type of illuminating gas, Less study has
been devoted to the flames of the higher hydrocarbons.
The experimental data thus almost exclusively refers
to oxidizing reactions with free oxygen which for
practical purposes are of most interest. The processes
with other two-component’ systems (for examplej combustion
of hydrogen with chlorine and organic substances) and
also with one-component systems , that is, the cases of
flame propagation with exothermic decomposition of the
gaseous substances, have received alm:jst no study (except
for the case of flame pro~agation in ozone).

For two-component systems it is of great interest
t~ establish the dependence of the normal velocity of
pr~pagation on the percent ‘of c~mbustible gas (CO, H2,
CH4) for various ratios ~f the oxygen to the inert gas.
On figures 10, 11, 12, 13 are.shown the corresponding
curves for the mixtures CO, Ha and CH4. The propa-
gation velocity for CO and Ha reaches a maximum, not
for the stoichiometric ratios. of the components %ut for
a marked excess of the combustible. Dilution of the
mixture with inert gas 1Owers the velocity of propa-
gation of the flame, (see figs. 11 an-a i2), a fact
which is t“o be expected because the maximum temperature
of combustion i.s....the+eby“reduced. The greater the heat
capacity of’the inert gas the more tlie combustion temper-
ature is lowered and the more the flame propagation veloc-
ity reduced. TbWs, if the mixture of methane and air is
first diluted with carbon diox”ide and then with argon the
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flame “propagation velocity in the first case is about
half that in. .t.he...se.con”dcase.. ~

, .,

Prelim~inary heating of the mixture increases the
velocity of flame propagation. On figure 14 are shown
the r.e”sultsof pass’suer.for air mixtures of carbon
monoxide containing 2,3 percent water vapor. The flame
propagation in ,mixtur.es of carbon monoxide depends to
a surprising extent on the water vapor content. The
propagation velocity increa..seswith increase in the
percent moisture. ‘This is shown in figure 15 according
to the data of I?iock and King. An addition of hydrogefi
and other substances containing hydrogen has the same
effect.. A mixture of carbon monoxide with air, or even
oxygen that is perfectly dry and without hydrogen-con-
taining substances, is altogether unsuitable for the
flame propagation, that is, is not a combustion mixture.
If certain substances, having a tendency to take up
moisture, as for example, CC14 , are added to a mixture
of moist CO they strongly reduce the velocity of the
flame propagation. These substances produce, however,
the same action on the propaga-tion velocity of hydrogen
flames where the addition of moisture naturally has no
effect.

The l?roblem of the variation Of the propagation
velocity with pressure has experimentally not been clari-
fied, the results of different authors being in sharp
contradiction. Moreover, in tests with CO mixtures
where the propagation velocity strongly depends on the
amount of moisture, different results are naturally ob-
tained depending on whether the tests are conducted at
constant partial pressure of th~ vapor or at constant
percent moisture. The latter case is of theoretical
interest but in practice the first one is generally used.
On analyzing the data of TJbbelohde, Zeldovich came to the
conclusion that at constant percent moisture the normal
propagation velocity of CO air mixtures, does not depend
on the pressure of the mixture. In CO oxygen mixtures
the propagation velocity increases somewhat with the
pressure, approximately, according to the law V. ~4fi.

In mixtures of hydrogen with air, benzol and benzene the
.,- the p“r”opagat”ionvel~ci”ty -ap-parently “does n’ot depend on

the pressure. In methane mixtur’es the velocity drops
with the pressure approximately as 1/ fi. All that can
be affirmed with this state of experimentation is that
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the velocity of the normal flame propagation in oxidizing
reactions varies with the pressure according to the l..aw

Vosp
n where ,n lies between O and -1/20 The corre-

sPondinGnass rate of combustion Vm = V. p increases ,Ivith

the pressure according to the law ~.m where m lies

between 1 and + 2/2: Only in oxygen ~ixtures where the
temperature of combustion is very high is there observed
a slight increase in the propagation velocity V. with

the pressure and a corresponding increase in the mass
rate of combustion Vm with the pressure to a power some-

what higher than one.

2. A3TALYSIS OF THE OLD THEORETICAL VIEWS

ON FLAME PROPAGATION

We have seen that the phen~meaa of slow flame pro-
pagation ali lead to the property of the flame front ;
namely, of a definite quantity Vn grams of mixture

turned per unit area of surface or, what amounts to the
same thing, of being propagated relative to the nonburQing
gas in.a direction nor,mal to its surface with a propagation
velocity v. cm/sec. The observed motion of the flame is

the result of the superposition of all kinds of hydro-
dynamic motions upon this fundamental motion of the flame
front. Thus, the theory of slow flame-front propagation
is the theory of processes occurring in a thin combus-
tion layer in the flame front. Since the curvature of
the surface of the flame front” is always. small in corn-
parison with the thickness of the front (that is, the
zone of reaction) we may with sufficient accuracy con-
sider that all magnitudes (for exampie , temperature)
within this zone a,re functions of a single coordinate,
the direction of which is perpendicular to the element
of front area (one-dimensional problem). More~ver, by
associating the origin of coordinates with the flame
frorlt, that is., by studying tne process in a system of
coordinates moving in space with a given element of the
flame front we may assume. that the distribution within
the combustion and heating zone of all magnitudes of
interest (for example, the temperature) does not change
with time. The proplem thus resolves itself to the solu-
tio~l ‘Of’the nne-dimensional stationary case.
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For the computations below, the following notation

9?0, Jr,“Tl

CP

~*”
P’

H, Ho, H=

.- .Po$p

P*

respectively, the “initial temperature of
the unburne~ gas, the variable temperature
in the ’process of combustion at various
points of the flame zone, and the maximum
,cornbustion temperature without taking heat
losses into account. All temperatures are

.expressed.in degrees on the absolute sc’ale.

the difference TI-T

the number of molecules per unit volume of
the combustible in the initial cold mix-
ture a,nd at various points of the combustion
zone , respectively, in the case where a
decomposition reaction occurs (C120, 03,
explosive substance)

total number of molecules in the initial mix-
ture at temperatures T and To>. respectively .

coefficient of heat conductivity of the gas. A
increases with the temperature

coefficient of the neat conductivity of the
products of combustion at temperature TI

specific heat of the gas at constant pressure.

CP
increases with the temperature. At first

we shall assume CP
independent’ of the

ternpcraturo and equal to its average value
betwocn TO and Tz

specific heat of the products of combustion at
the temperature” TX

heat contents of unit mass of. the gas corre-
sponi!ir.gto tomperatur es T, To, TI

density of the, gAs tit ternper.s,t@’Ss T.o;and !ls
respectively

density of the p“ro”ducts of combustion at
temperature T1
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v

‘Ill

N

Q’

Q

L

normal velocity tif flame ‘prapAgati2n in centi-
meters per second, that is, the velocity of
motion of, the flame front relative to the un-
burned gas along th’e normal to the front “sur-
face at a given place (or, what amounts to
the same thing, “the component along the normal
to the front of the velocity of motion of the
cold gas relative to the flame front)

the velocity of the gas relative to the flame
within the combustion zone at temperature T

the mass rate of combustion, that is, the number
of grams of the gas mixture burned per 1 cm2 of
the flame front

the coefficients of diffusion 02 the gases at
temperature T and To, respectively

the fraction of the weight of the combustible in
the initial mixture or equivalently the number
of grams of combustible per gram of the mixture.
In t.he case of two-component systems , for example,
for oxidizing reactions Ito .b,~illbe the fraction
of the f.~el that oxidizes in the process Cf Com-
bustion. No is always < 1

the fraction of combustible per gram. of the mix-
ture at various points of the combustion zone
13.< 1

the Avogadro number = 6X1G23 molecules

the heat of reaction of a single molecule of the
combustible and in the case of two-component
systems, for example, the oxidation of CO tO
co~, the heat of oxidation of CO refsrred to
one molecule of CO

the heat of combustion of 1 gram-molecule of com-
bustible (the heat of decompGsiti3a of 1 gram-
molecule ClzO, the heat of combustion of 1
gram-molecule of CO etc.)

the heat of tom%-~stion cf i gram of the initial
mixture (for t~~e combustion of a siilgie or tWO-
component system diluted with an inert gas; L
refers to i grar, of the eiltire mixture includir.g
the inert gas
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the speed of reaction expressed by the number of
reacting molecules of the combustible per unit

-, volume. per second., ..Yor the reactions of zero,

first and second order w = Se‘Z/R!l? w = ~ae-E/RT .
~a2e-E/RY

9
and w = . s respectively ,“

energy of activation of the reaction

gas con’stant

molecular weight of the combustible

impact coefficient , that is, the number of.impacts
per unit time per unit volume between two mole-
cules if the unit volume contained just the’se
two molecules

free path between impacts

velocity of the heat motion. of tile molecules

effective diar,eter of t b.e molecules on impact

mass of’ a molecule of the mixture

r,ean mass of a molecule of the mixture

Qhe following simple relations between the above
magnitudes will be required for what follows:

= aoQ’ = RI - Ho; Q= NQ!Ik Po
L ,
, For” COllSta,nt specific heat L = ‘mi
/

Cp (-1 - To)
m

It
T J-o

I?”Orvariable specific heat H =’~$
I f

Cp dT; Ii. = Cp dT;

q i 0“

[-

1

HI =
ai3

CD ci!l;C =>,. P ~;D=$ .Iu; A = ; tupcp ;

6’

z =J%TCFU; 1 =
1 1

~211Gaun = “~

am
= M;

aom
—= Mo; Nm =

T P(I
~; nrri= p

(A)

. ....—-——
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i?inally we present verious >cssibie definitions of
the fuel concentration and the temperature in the con-
~u~ti~n zone.

1. a the numbe~ of mclecules gf the cambuctiblo
per unit, volume at different points of the combustion
zor.e. This is t]~e ~.oncentration we sb.all mainly use.

:1

2..-= c relativa molecular concentration, that
n

is, tb.e fraction of the molecules of the comhustible”in
the mixture at various points of the combustion zone.

$ x 100” percent relative c~nccntration.

3. N the weight concentration of the combustible
during c~mbustian (if the molecular weights of ali the
gases c?np~sing the mixture and of their products of
combustion are approxirnr.tely equal to each other
M = a/n = C), B = ]1/1:0 the rel?,tive weight conce.nt~a-
ticn of the combustible. if the nolecular weights of
all the gases in ~ixture ~-r~ the saae then

5. T - To rise in temperature above the initial.

6. T = (~ - ~o)/ (~1 - To) relative rise in tem-
perature above the ini%ial.

In tlie flame front within the heating and reaction
zone the temperature rises fron the initial temperature
To of the colti gas to the temperature Tl, the maximum

~onbustion ter,perature measured ii? thGusa~>ds of degrees.

(loi~sideriilgthe t~nperature distribution within the
conlmstion and heating zones it is not difficult to arrive
at the fallowing differential equation
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,-- In..th,e..case:..werere J./cp ..may be considered a constant,...,..... . . ..
magnitude within the temperature ran’ge To to, TI (that
is, in an interval of the order of 150CP - 2500°) the
equation may be written in the form

~ d,2H
—— - ~y + wQt . ()
Cp dx2 ‘m dx

Assuming
cl?

constant within the rarrge To to T% w e

arrive at the eq-aation

(1!)

(2)

then ire shall derive this equation. l}?h~n in the gaseous
phase heat is evolved and the heat is tr.~nsferred from
some points of space to others then (even in the absence
of forced motion and convection under the action of
gravitatiorial forces), tklere must occur a process of

fJ transfer of individual elements of the gas as a result
II of the heat expansion. Thus even in this case, and
~ all the more in the geceral case, to the heat conduc-

I
tivity must be r.dded heat transfer arising from the

! gas motion. ile shall denote” the linaar velocity of
,[ the latter by v (a.vector which varies in direction
,! and magnitude
~

i

at different points of the space occupied
by the gas). In this case the flow of heat per unit

‘~ time through an area of

\

1 cma perpendicular to the
\ direction of V will be pHT where pa is the heat
i() content of a unit volume of the gas. ~~oreover heat
{ will be transferred by the heat conductivity, the amount
} being, as is known, A grad T. The total heat will be
L equal .to ,..,’-

;
= - A grad T + pHV

If the reaction proceeds with velocity w then
each second. wQ~ Cal of heat energy are gives out per
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unit volume. Hence the change in heat content per
ufii’tvolume per unit time d (pH)/at will be equal to -.

.,

U.E@l=- div~ + wQ~ [= div grad T- div (pHV)+WQl
at

or making use of the equation of the conservation of
matter

and of the mathematical relations

we may rewrite the equation of heat distribution in the
form

.

P% = cl.ivA grad T- pV grad H+ wQ!

using the relations Cp = i.3E/ijT
*

and ‘P ‘rad ‘= ‘rad H

——— —— —

*strictly speakin~ this ‘is not sc because in the case of
chemical reaction where the composition of the mixture varies
ic time and space the neat coritsfit H varies not Qnly with
the temperature but with change in M. If c1 and c~ are
the specific heats at constant pressure of the initial sub-
stances an-d final products,’respec tivciy. then

.

H-HO= /~clM+ (I.-M).,] dT or

l?rom what follows we shall see
ditions

ax Mo ax

wliere TI is the maximum tempertiture
bustion, whence (Footnote continued

developed in co~L-

on page 21)
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we may write
>.. ..... . . ..

div X grad T = div ~ grad H
CP

I
i

and rewrite” the fundamental equation in the form

aH
p ~ = div ~ grad H -p Vgrad H+w Q!

Cp

* (Footnote continued from page 20)

where Z1 and 72 are the mean values of the specific
heats in the temper?.ture range To to T. Ghemieal transf-
ormation, as we shall see below, only proceeds at high
temperatures for which the difference Ca - c1
small.

is always
It is not difficult to prove from tabulated data

that even at temperatures of some hundreds of degrees the
difference C2 - Cl for the majority of cases of interest
to us is less than 10 percent of” the value of cm ● The

T-T
r

magnitude ~,Mo is always less than unity. We may,
~1 - To

~
therefore , ~H ~Mneglect the term — —

[ ahI ax
in the expression for

11

I
.

I z ()g a?
and consider ‘ha-t $!!= aT.M ~ = Cp _&

or, general.e

J
ized, Cp grad T =grad H as was to %e proved. I!’orthe

] ‘ame ‘easo” the heat Q’ or Q given off by the chemical
1:
p= ,.,t,rans.form.at.ion,is..,c?nstan~,9no’t,.de~e=nd$ng- on,_the ,.t.empera-

tu~e , at which the transformation’” occu’rs.

We have, in fact.
8

QT ‘QTQ + v J (Ci - C2). dt = ~To
-m

‘II the CaSe where QTy Ois su~ficiently large as is
always true -t”in combus lon reactions.

, , ..,, ,,, ■ ✌✌✌✌✎,1!
. ,, .,..!.,.!!!! . .

.. .—...—
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or in the one-dimensional case where all the magnitudes
depend on a single coordinate x and the velocity vector
forms with the x-axis an angle cp (for example, V gr~d

H= V COS cpaH/&)

In applying to the flame zone where as we have seen the
problem reduces to the one~dimensional and stationary case
(aE/at = 0) and where pv cos w is no other than the
weight of the burning gas mixture per second per Unit area
of the flame front, that is , Pv eos ~ = Vm, we obtain the
equation given above.

Previous to the work of Lewis and von Elbe (refert~nce
2) and Zeldovich and I?rank-ICa.menetsky, partly due to
insufficient understanding of the process, partly for the
sake of mathematical simplification of the prGblcm, every
author introduced into the theory a certain constant,
namely, the self-ignition tcmpsr:>.ture of the given mixture.
It was supposed the-t the fresh g.zs, On apprOacbing the
combustion zone was heated up by the heat given UP by the
latter to the self-ignition temperature Ti after whi~h

the inflammation took place, that is, an intense reaction
at a constant rate w was initiated in the mixture until
all the substance was consumed and. the maximum tempera-
ture attained. As we have’ already seen above(see sec.
1) the self-ignition temperature is not a constant but
depqnds on the test. conditions, chiefly on the conditions
under which heat is liberated and on the induction period
of the zone of in.fl,ammation. Iloreover, the assumption
of & constant speed of reaction. on increasing the temper-
ature from Ti to T1 likewise does not bear criticism.
~or this reason the introduction of the concept of self-
ignition tcmperr.ture in the problem ~f the velocity of

,-tion is very reminiscent of the views withflame propaga
regard to the IIreaction pointl’ in th-e,self-ignition theory
prevalent before vanlt Hoff.

Wc shall try, holding to the premises of the previous
authors, to present these old theories in their strictest
and most logical form without following, in too much de-
tail, the often confused and not always,correct concepts
which they employed. We stop. to consider these” old theories
based on doubtful premises not only because, until now,
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_._they_~ave_bee_n used by scientists and technicians, but. ----
also because’ their clarification wil’1’’”b~of ‘v”alus in
presenting, in the next section, the new more rigorous
thermal theory of flame propagation, the principles ,of
whioh are explained in the paper by Zeldovicb. and Frank-
Kamenetsky (reference 3). l?or the solution of the prob-
lem we shall make use of equa,tion (2).

Starting from the above naive assumptions we are
to formulate the boundary conditions under which equation
(2) is to be integrated. We shall lay off the temperature
of the gas on the coordinate axis and on the axis of ab-
scissas the distance x from that point in the zone at
which the inflammation temperature !l?i is attained (fig.
16). !i?he x -axis is directed from the cold initial gas
tb the products of combustion. In our assumed system of
coordinates moving with the flame front the latter is
stationary and the fresh gas moves along the x-axis with
the velocity V. toward the flame front. At x = -m
the cold gas has the initial temperature To. Then in
the heating zone and moving in,the direction of positive
.x the gas is heated by conduction up to the temperature
l?. (region I). The gas then starts to react and continues
t~ be heated up (region II). After traversing the distance
d from the origin of coordinates the weight of the initial
gas has completed its reaction and the temperature attains
the maximum combustion temperature II?I which in the absence
of heat losses remains constant further along (region III).

As we have already shown, the reaction velocity w
at the self-ignition temperature a,nd above has tacitly or
explicitly been assumed constant by the previous authors.
It is immaterial whether to assume as constant the number
of transformed molecules w per unit volume per unit time
independent of the gas density which varies as the gas is
heated or the time taken to transform each given molecule,
that is, to consider w/p = cOilstant or w proportional
to p (which changes with the heatiilg). The second
assumption leads in the final expression for the propa-
gation velocity to a value less than the first in the
ratio 1: ~“~, that is, approximately

,..

l:J=J’=’2*5
The first assumption is equivalent to a reaction of zero
order, the second to one of first order with respect to the
density or pressure. As we shall see below, for a reaction
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of. the first order it is necessar Y to t~e “into account
the diffusion in the zone as was not done in the older
theories. Only for this reason, in ,fact,is- the assumption
of zero order of the reaction in the older theories de-
void of inner contradictions and we shall, therefore
stop to consider it.

Let us consider the motion of a small element of
volvme dw o of the initial cold gas at temperature To
containing e.oduo molecules of combustible capable of

chemical transformation. This element of volume gradually
heats up as it moves from x = - ~ in the direction of
positive x the volune of the elem+nt increasing due to
heat expansion so that at a certain distance x and “at
a corresponding temperature T the volume of tile element
will be

dtu = ~dwo
To

For T>Ti a chemical reaction in the element. of volume
dw will take place with vaiocity wdw, ~wv.herew by
assumption is a constant magnitude. In tfilcinterval dx
between x and ~+dx the element of volume remains
a certain tilme dt e~?idently equal to dx/v where v
is the velocity of motion of the volume element at th”e
given point. If the cold gas “moves with velocity V.
then on increasing the temperature the gas due to ex-
pansion will move more rapidly, namely, with velocity

v= ..O 1
To

so that dt = dx/vo X To/T

The number of reacting molecules in the element
dx is evidently equal to

dx To w
W dW dt = W dLJJ‘— =—

o TI v.
Ux dw

v o

that is, in each element dx the same number of mole-
cules will react. Therefore, the total number of reacting
molecules in the distance between X’=o and x = d of
the volume element will be wd/vo X d.Uo. But by defini-
tion all molecules a dwo pf the combustible in the
eiement of volume at !he distance d are reacting, whence
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~. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . -..
dt$ “ aovo

=aoord=—< ‘w
(3)

I We thus o%tain the required value ,of the distance d.j“
\’,( In integrating equation (2) we divide the integrating(
/:

range into two subintervals. In the first one where the
temperature rises from T = To to T = Ti and X varies~,

1
from - m to o no reaction, according to the assumptions
made , occurs and hence w = O. In the second interval1

I in which T increases from T = Ti to T = TI and x
from O to x = d- the speed of the reaction, by the

I

assumption made, is constant. In the third region from
x= d to+m and w = O the temperature is constant
and equal to TI and therefore the solution is obvious.
Thus for region I

d2T—. ~dJ=o
dxa dx

(4)

fOr x = - m, T = To znd for X= 0, T = Ti (5)

I

I In region II

(4t)

where

for x = O T=Ti and for x = d T = TI (5!)

As may be seen these conditions are quite sufficient for
the solution of the problem. 3esides these, however,
there is another condition, namely, the condition of

dTcontinuity of the heat flow q = - A —
dx

where the two

regions meet, that is, the c~ndition

()dT ()
dT

~x=O,I = ~ x=O,II
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This added condition determines the value of the paraa-
~.~er,

‘o ‘r that is,Vm 9 the normal velocity of the
flame propagation. We find the equation for the deter-
mination of Vm or V. = vm/p to be

(6t)

and the magnitude so/w is denoted by T.

We shall show how the solution is found. Accorcl.e
ing to formulas (A) and (3)

Substituting the above in equation (4) and integrating
under conditions (5) we find for region I (x from- m to O)

(T - To)l = (Ti - To)eax (7)

and for region II (x from O to d)

T1 - To ad
(T -

- eax
TO)ll =

eX + (Ti - To)
d ~ad - 1

Forming (dT/dx) ~ and (dT/dX)II fcr x = O

them, we obtain

.
- To} = ‘“id-‘0 - a(Ti - To)

G (Ti “cad -1

whence we ottain formula .(6).

and equating

——---. . ... ..-.—-—. ,— . ... . .,, . .,. . .
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When Ti,,..fs near ,.xo, that is,. the self -ignitiori ....... .—.
temperature is low

This will tie the cage ~Vben e‘~ is small or ~ is
large. Then

that is ,

/-

A~l-~C)
‘o = CPPOT Ti _ To (8)

When Ti is rear Tl, that is, the self-ignition
temperature is high, then (Ti-~o)/(Tl-To) is approxi-
mately 1. This will be the case when ~ is small and
e-! in formula (6) may he developed into a series.
Taking the first three terms of ‘the series, we obtain

g2

Ti _ To _ ~-~
——___._.=l-Lz l-e
TI - To t 2 2

(we neglect the term g?,/,6G ~2d’/fj). Thus

1,2A T1 “ Tj,

/.

2A w
‘o=——

=pPo+ T1 - To =
‘— (Tl
POL a. - Ti) (9)

—
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The formula

f-

A -~l-~i
‘o =

cPpoT T - Ti o
(10)

which is arrived at by most of the previous authors is
an approximation, as is readily shown, of the expression
of the general formula (6) and, generally speaking, not
a,ccurate.

In what follows we shall be especially interested
in ‘the case where Ti is near the value T1. In this
case formula (9) is applicable. We shal~. estinate the
ranse of appl.icatio”n of this formula. We set ~=ad=O.5.—

52 0.25 -
Then neglecting the term — = — =

6
0.04 we make in

6

comparison with ~/2 = 0.25 an error of 16 percent in
the determination of the magnitude TI - Ti/Ti - To or

~ percent in the determination of the velocity vo.

Thus the formula is applicable with the required
Tr - ‘i < 0 25 lfaccuracy up to ~. - To =. . 3. 2000°
,7
‘i - To

the formula is applicable Up to Ti - To = 1500° or
m ~.Al - 1 = 500°.

in what follows we shall find of ir,portance anoth-er
approximate method of solutj.on for the case when Ti is

Tb-is ~~t.qod le,ads to the se.menear T1. - - “ resw.lt as formula
(9) and b.ence gives the same degree of accuracy. It
differs, however, in this respect, that it v.ay with. equal
accuracy be applied to cases where the reaction velocity
w is not constant but varies, for example, with the
temperature. This methcd -Nas proposed b:r Zeldovich and

Tre,nk-Kamenetsky and is based on the assumption that for
Ti near in value to T1 in equation (4?) for i“egion 11$
it is possible to neglect the second term and write the
system in the form:

da~
+a-Q=O (region I)

dxz dx

~ + ~ = O (region II)
dx2

(11)

(111)
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-

1,

L-

The validity .of this will be clear from a consideration
of “the Comple’t’e‘“e”qu”ation (4?) “if ther-e‘“i-ssulx”tit”ut’ed

in it for the ,,magnitude wQI ~~ its equal a TX -Toe

a
Integrating the equation with respect to x from O
to d we obtain s“..

“ (+~.“4%)!=(s.=-#L%‘x ‘ -’i?JJj‘x “
0’

Since T1 - Ti << T.l - Tc the first” term on the right
side of the equation may be neglected, which means that
we may neglect the term a dT/dx in equation (41), that
is, consider the term a dT/dx small by comparison with
wQ!/X and dzT/dx2.*

The -physical si~nificance of neglecting the term
is the following; In region I the convective heat flow
expressed by the term ~.(Ti-T

?
) is directed toward the

positive x values and the f ow due to conductivity,
expressed by the term 6T/dx, is appositively directed,
both flows compensating one another and thus establish-
ing a stationary state. At the boundary of the region
the flow of heat by coi~duction, expressed by the term
(dT/dx) , becomes equal to ~(Ti-To) ~ ~(T1-To), that is,
practic~lly all the heat in the reaction zone is used in
heating the fresh gas. Since the heating in the reaction
zone (from temperature Ti- Tl) is very small the heat
in region II is conducted away without contributing
practically to the furthe:r heating of the gas (although
the maximum reaction temperature is there attained).

* It may appear strange here why we may consider the
magnitude a dT/dx small by comparison with d2T/d~2

in region 11 while in region I these magnitudes are
obviously-of the same order. This is explained by the
fact that on the boundary of the region at point x=’O
the second derivative undergoes a discontinuity and for
TX - Ti << TI - To in region II it is much greater than
the second derivative in region I while the first deriv-
ative in region I while the first derivatives in both
regions are of the same order.

— —. —.—
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Hence i.n this region equation (111) is approximately
satisfied.

Integrating equation (“11) there is obtained

w,-(i).;(%)0=a “i”’o) = “ “1”’0)‘w
since by assumption Yi is near TI

Integrating equation (111) there is obtained

Equating the two expressions obtained for (dT/dx)o,
have the equati?n f~r the determination af a or “o

—
T1

f r 1[. T1
~cpd _ 2QI

1
A T w dT ar V. = — 2AQI W d!l?

‘v
Ti

POL ,
Ti

Writing the above in somewhat different form

./=. 1v
0 ‘J’%?2P02 (%-%)2

where

T1
1

I =—

f
w dT

ao
To

.-= (+20 &t.
= POCP(T1-TO)acJQ’ PO

N
—“PO — . poL

~P o MoNpo

we
:

(12)

(13)
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.,. .,... . ““”’’:=*”=&-””””””(=4),.. .,,
Thus expressed the formu~a is applicable also for w

varying with x. If w = cons t,, then I = ~(T#~)=T’ ~Ti

and fotimula (14) leads to formula.(9) earlier obtained by
another method. “It is thus seen that the assum6d approx-
imate method of integration has the same accuracy as the
expansion of the exact so}ution (6) in a series to the
third term inclusive. ~

3. NEW THEORY 03’FLAME PROPAGATION

In the old theories, as we have seen, two assumptions
%J”eremade:

1. the mixture starts to react on the attainment
of the temperature Ti and

2. the recction proceeds at a constant speed w.

We know that the reaction speed as a function of
the temperature is expre.sscd by the formula.

where’ E is the activation energy, a magnitude charac-
teristic of a given fuel. For s“u%sta.nces suitable for
combustion this magnitude is usually high ani has the
value of 25 to 80,000 cklories. We should, therefore,
expect a very rapid rate of increase in the speed of
reaction w with the ‘temperature and, with the coordi-..
nate x in the flame. Hence, th~ assumption of non-
dependence of tho reaction speed on ‘the temperature in
the teupc.ratur.e”in~e,g.v~l......tx~..t..o.!?Y .is...n.,nonwaywayjustified.
Thus if 3 = 60,000 cal’ories, Tl = 2000° and Ti = 1500°,

the speed of reaction increases 120 times in passin~ from
Ti - TI.. If Z= 30,000 calorie: the speed of reaction
for the same conditions increases almost 10 times. In
the case where TI = 2000° and Ti = 1700° tbe speed in-
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creases almost 15 times for 3 = 60s000 and 3 times for
E= 25,000 calories.

With such a stiarp decrease in the reaction speed
with decrease in the temperature there is no necessity
at all for introducing the self-ignition temperature.
As a matter of fact this temperature was needed only
for establishing a limit below which no reaction occurs.
In actual cases, however, when the reaction speed drops
very sharply with 1.wering9 in the temperature accordifig
to the law w = ~eE RT the latter itself determines the
range within which practically no reaction occurs. For
this reason we may introduce the notation Ti = T! but
no longer as a physical magnitude hut as a mathematical
device for approximate computation, namely, as that tem-
perature below w!lich there is practically no reactionO
It is necessary.for us to show that the final result,
that is, the computed velocity of propagai;ion will be
practically independent of the value chosen for this
fictitious magnitude. It is to Zeldovich primarily that
we oie this restatement of the problem.*

*some ~erplexity is felt by many to be=ccasioned by the
following problem, It is well known that the speed of re-
action of most fuels already reaches a very c onsiderable
magnitude at temperatures of the order of 1000°. Never-
theless at a flame temperature of 2000° we neglect the
reaction speed at 1000° and consider that the entire re-
action proceeds only at temperatures near 2000°. The
matter is here very’ simply explained. The velocity of
flame propagation, as we have seen, is proportional to
the square root of the reaction speed. Hence the greater
the latter the greater the flame propagation velocity.
For this reason. the latter will be fundamenta].ly deter-
mined by the maximum possible reaction speeds that is$
the speed near the temperature T~* !Ehe greater this
speed the smaller the time interval within which the gas
remains in the reaction zone. This interval is so small
that in those parts of the zone where the temperature is
considerably below !l?Z the reaction has no time tO Pro-
teed at all, although for large time intervals and in
closed vessels the reaction speed is sufficiently great
at the corresponding temperature. Thus the smallness
of the reaction speed in the zone is determined as its
smallness with respect to the reaction speed near the
nl&ximum combustion tem-perature.
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izt==- . ,... ,, .,. . -Under--the.new assumptions ,the fun~.arn,entalequations
of,heat distribution (1) and (2) remain unchanged except

* that the speedof reaction w~. j$
will.. e end on the temper-

1

ature according to the law w = se-~ R and in the linit—
~; ing cases instead of Ti there will enter the above men—

i“
tioned temperature T* . In the case where the energy of

J“ activation E is sufficiently large, namely, when
!1 x/RT~ >> 1~~ the temperature’ 9?J below which the speed of
( reaction may be neglected will lie near ?21 (which cor-

\
responds to the case where (Tl - “T!i)’/(T1- 5?0)<<1).

Denoting by 9 the diffmencc between’ !rZ and any
tcmporatur e T within the reaction zone (between Tl

an
7

Tt)
o–~/~T.

we inay.(sinco 9 << Tl) set
-& RT~

equal to
–ile/RT1~

e * e ●
Thus

where WI is a constant magnitude equal to the reaction
speed at the maximum combustion temperature T1. We see
that the reactioil speed drops e times for e = RT12/E,
7.5 tiiaes for e = RT17EX2, and so forth. For E =
60,00’0 ca~orieS aild T1 = 2000° RTz2/Eg 1250.. Hence
for 9 = 250° or. T~ = 1750° the reaction speed w drops
almost 8 times compared with its maximum value Wz for
T Tl= = 2000°. Thus , if we restrict ourselves to this
degree of accuracy and neglect the reaction speed at
Y < 1’750° we commit an error not exceeding 12 percent in
the determiqatioil of Voa and still less in the determina-
tion of PO. I?or “such value of 9 (= 250°) we may: 1)

e
consider $<<1 and “make use of the equation (15) and

2) due to the smallness of T1— Tr by comparison with
T1-To in the sol-uti.on of the pro~lcm make use of the
approximate syste’m of equations(n) asSumiilg in them

–E9/RT12
w = WI e

., .. . .,:.. .

We then obtain a solution in the form of equation.
(14) where in the given case

T Ee o Ee PI”

r -~ r ——
1

W ~ 3 T~
dT =- ~

~T12
n —- e e de=;: –—

f
e–$ d~

ao ao < E
it el o
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If we choose 01 equal to ZRTzz/E, that is, n~glect
the ~ea.ct ion speed when it is 1/8 as large as the maximum
(Wl) then @ = 2; if we assume e = 3RIIIla/E, that is, neg-
lect the reaction speed w when it is 1/2 as large as
WI then @ = 3; if el =“4RTla/E, that is, wr/wl = 50;
then @l = 4.

P.1

j=
‘r

e-~ d~ = 1 - e-~l

6

If i3.1= 2, J = 0.87; if $1 = 3, j = 0.95; if $1 = 4,
.4= 0.98. Thus we see that the choice of 61 provided

61~ 2RTlz/3 has practically no effect on the magnitude
j and hence on the speed of reaction. We may thus with
an accuracy sufficient for our purposes assume in every
case J=lo Otherwise expressed we may everywhere in

T1 v“1
formulas (14) and (12) set J w d T equal to j W dT.

T! o
T~~is very important reSult permits US to make use Of the
auxiliary magnitude TT without assigning to it any
fundamental significance. In the final result it drops
out ● Thus

2 -l?/RTz RT12 ,
I

~1 RT1 Se=. —
a. E J= a. E

whence according to formula (14)

12A

‘=- ‘1’)

Se-E/Rq~ ~T1~
v=—
0 CPPO ao(T1-To) E

The above equation agrees with formula
)
9) if the

reaction speed W. is taken to be WI =
Se-E RTI at the

maximun combustion temperature and the difference T - Ti
the magnitude RT~2/E. In this manner Zeldovich suc~eeded
in ejecting from the formula for the propagation velocity
the dou%tful- constant Ti and the ill-defined magnitude
T, the reaction time.

Even in the above form, however, the theory may not
yet be considered satisfactory because the magnitude 3
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>>= in it was Assumed .by us to be ,con,stant.(re.ac~ig~,.o? zero
order) . Actually, for all homogeneous reactions S depends
in some way on the concentration of= the reacting substances>.

1] In the case ,where the combustion represents the reaction of
;]; a single substance (decomposition of azomethane,
/“

Clao,
etc.) the magnitude S is some function of the number of

/i molecules of the combustible in a unit volume of the mixture,,II at a given temperature. In the case of monomolecular re,-(:
~ actions S = ka, for bimolecular reactions, S = kaa. .When

the initial mixture consists of two reacting kinds of mole-G,) cules S may be a function of the concentration of both

}
kinds, Yor bimolecular reactions in this case S = kab.
The number of molecules

);
a and b are connected with each

other by the laws of stoichiometry and diffusion.*

1
,,
IJ The number of molecules of combustible a in the
~~ reaction zone decreases as the reaction progresses. More-
,, over the reaction products diffuse from the reaction zone
1’ !

I

,: T into the unburned gas and this also decreases the value of
,’ a. The dependence of a on the coordinate x in the/:j flame region may be found from the simultaneous consider-

ation of the equations of diffusion and heat conductionI
;“ (as was done by Zeldovich and Frank-Kamenetsky) leading

to similarity of the temperature and the concentration
fields. The same similarity was postulated considerably

Ii:’ earlier by Lewis.,, In the clearest and simplest form this
was done by Zeldovich and Frank-Kamenetsky and these authors
will be followed in the presentation below. There arises here,
however, a very difficult -problem with regard to writing down
the equatior.s of diffusion and propagation where a tempera-
tur~ gradient exists. Zeldovich writes the expression for
the diffusive flow in the usual form D da/dx where D is
the coefficient of diffusion of the molecules a into the
reaction products. If the special phenomena of thermodiffu-
sion are not taken into account it is evident that for equal-
ity of the partial presiure of the molecules a: there can
be no diffUSiOn f30W, whereas in the presence of a temper-
ature gradient the number of molecules in”a unit volume
will be different at different points.** In this ‘ca~e it,.

])
LY
j} Wve exclude, for the present,
!J&

from consideration the case of
t,w,g.,.c,om~onen$s,apd, take, it ,up+,,b.qlow,,,insee$ion 3 in the example

$~:
/l

of the oxidation of co.
?/,,
/’ **Obviously this must be understood as follows. In the-field

of variable temperature there exists, as usual, the flow D
da/ dx which, however, is compensated by the reverse mass
flow va due to the tendency of the system to balance its
pressure. (Footnote continued on p. 36)

,4\i
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is necessary to write the equation of the diffusive flow
expressing it through partial pressure.

When the number of molecules does not vary during
the reaction (we at first limit ourselves to this case)
we may, iustead of the partial pressure? make use of the
relation between the number of molecules and density of
the gas and write the expression for the diffusive flow
in the form Dp d(a/p)/dx. In this case the change in
the number of molecules of the combustible with motion
of the gas across the flame front (along the coordinate
x) is given by the equation

(17)

the derivation of which is entirely analo~ous to that
of equation (1).

— --- —
**(Footnote cont~ed from page 35) Thus if the number
of rLolecules a* in ‘the equilibrium, state is distributed
as the gas densityv that is, a*/p = ao~po or a* =

aoP/Po t~.en the eq,ua.lit:rof the diffusion and mass flows
nay be written in the form of the eq,uation

whence the veloc’ity of the m,ass flow is

D da* D%
v=——=-a* dx p dx

When the number of molecules a changes in spac,e
not in correspondence with the formula a/p = ao/po we

have to deal with true diffusive flOI,v which is composed
of the absolute flow D da/dx. and the oppositely directed
mass flow which balances the pressure and is equal to
va. where v, as Before, is equal to D/p X dp/dx. Thus
the complete diffusive f,low is equal to
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Sipce Dp does not,depegd. onth_edens”ity of the gas
and hence to a first approximation also on the temperature
(with the same accuracy as ~fcp) and since vp = ~m we

may write the equation of diffusion of the molecules of
comlmstible in the flame front in the following form:

~2e”

52.W=0.Dp~-vm ~x
d.x

The first term expreSSeS the mutual diffusion of the
molecules of the combustible and the reaction products
under the action of the difference of concentration ahead
of and behind the combustion front. The second term ex-
presses the flow of the molecules of the combustible
under the action of the gas flow and the third their dis-
appearance due to the reaction.

a=

e
=

Nor x s-m(a/p)-m = ao/f?o* We introduce a new variable
ao/po - a/p and in equat~on (2) a,new variable

~ (T-TO), The two equations then assume the following

form:

?) d26 d6—— - Vm —
dx2 dx

+ w = o
c1?

d2a
DP ~

da-vm— -i-w=
dx

0

(19)

(19?)

)?rom the kinetic theory of gases we know that to a
first approximation Dp = A/cp* The two equations then
become idel~’tical.

As w’e already know the boundary conditions for equation
(19) will be

,, .,, ...,—

($)_m= ~-: (@)+m . ~ (T1-~o) = ~ . ?@

Qt I-L

For equation (18) we ha,ve the boundary conditions
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,

(-)a=ao —, i. e. (a)_m = O and (cL)+~ = ~
P -Q Po

E’ut according to formula (A)

NMO po Po ~

that is, I

(e)-CD= (~)-iJ= 0; (9)+0 = m+m

If the equation and the boundary
and a coincide, that is, a = 6 in

a. a—.. .* - CPTO

P. P Q: Qt

or

cpl?+~=cpTo+w
Po

ao MON
=—= —

PO P’

conditions for 6
the entire interval

—

= cpTl (20)

H = CDT is the store of thermal energy of a unit mass Of
the mixture.

Since e. is the number af molecules of’ combustible
in a unit volume and Qt the energy liberated in a chemical
reaction of a single molecule of the combustitie, a~l is
the store of potential chemical energy of a unit volume
of the mixture and aQ~/p is the amount of chemical energy
of a unit mass of the mixture. Hence, equation (20) may
be formulated thus: The sum of the thermal and chemical
energies of [aunit mass of the mixture during the com-
bustion process remains constant. That this sum is the
s,ame before and after the combustion process seems obvious
since it appears to be a simple consequence of the law of
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conservation of energy.: Since, .however, we here have
to’dei.1”’~:~iththe phenomena of thermal--conductivity and
diffusion equation (20), referring to different stages
of the combustion process, in no yise appears a consequence
of the law of conservation of energy. “ Thus, if, (ai is
,actu,ally the case) , the, relation I)P = c2/h between the
coefficients of thermal- conductivity and diffusion were
hot observed it would be easy to show tlxatequation (20)
would not be correct. !l?hesum of the energies at some
points of the combustion zone would be greater than

CP ‘o + aOQ*/Po and at others ”less. For this reason the
demonstration of equation (20) given by Zeldovich and
Fraak-Kamenetsky is an essential supplement of the work
of Lewis who first postulated it. We shall “see below how
this law can be generalized to the case where Ep is not
equal to A/cp.

From relation (20) Lewis did not derive any clear
and simple conclusions for the general case of flame prop-
agation. He ccmputed , with the (aid of this equation,
the flame propagation for the individual and very special
case of combustion i.riththe decomposition of ozone. Un-
fortunately he evidently permitted important errors to
enter in his derivation. It was pos sible for Zeldovich
from this equation, t’ogether with all previous results, to
~arrtve at general conclusions for the combustion theory
which we here present, workins them out to a greater -
accuracy.

According to equation (20)

...

( “’”’”
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Let us return to formula (20) ..giving the relation
between the concentration of the combusti,.41e a and the
temperature in the heating and ’reaction zones, rewriting
it in the following form:

CP(T1-T) .*

P

or

am CP(TI-T) =,CP(TI-T) CP(TI-T)MO T1 - T ~—~ M=
P Q~

~ .=
L = TI -T. 0

-.
m P

(1 T -ToM~ -,
)

= (1 - T) }do
T1 - To. 0

or

B =; = (1 - T)
o

That is, the relative weisht concentration of the combustible
B at any point x of the combustion zone is equal to the
difference between unity and the relative rise in temperature
T at this point. Since. for x = -m, B= 1 and T= O and
for x = +=, B = ~ and T = 1 the curves 3*X anti T - X
are symmetrical as e.thematically shown in figure 17.

Having thus obtained the relation between the number
of fuel molecules and the temperature we may now find the
velocity of flame propagation without making the incorrect
assumption ‘of the nondependence of the speed of reaction
w on a which assumption was made in the derivation of
formula (9). This computation was first carried out by
Zeldovich and Frank-Kamenetsky. *

*
We leave out of account the evidently incorrect com-

putation of Lewis and von E.lbe for the particular case of
the flame propagation in ozone..
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In...t,~lec.,ase of .nonom-olecular reactions..~..

w -E/RT=’ka~ ,.

Substituting this expr:s’sioil in “the integral
(13) making use of (21) there is obtain”ed

T
.~ae-E/RT

I
~

‘~To ‘i= dT = ke-E/RTl
a. J ~ T% - To

TI &

41

I of formula

e-E6/RTl,2
dT

The magnitude To/T may h“e taken outside the integral sign.
and placed equal to To/T. because T? is near in value
to T1. In ‘this ‘case

::l:~~ain for PI the ~alues 2S ?. 4S aad for j tile
0.6$ 0.8, 0.9, Thus. we do not, make any large

error in the expression for the velocity in setting j = 1.
In this cas~, substituting the value of I in formula (14) ,
we obtain,* .,

*
-.

Th,es.eformulas differ from those of Zeld’o’vich only in
tha’t under th’& square roof’”tl$o”res’t:and’’u%h,e”’”mtignttudes
To/Tl and (To/Tl) 2“for monomolecular and bimolecular
reactions; re~pectivel”y; The absence of these multipliers
in the for’mula of Zeldovich is associated with a different
‘manner of writing the equation of diffusion.

...
. .
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t

Ak To-e -E/RT1 ~-T 2

(7

1
‘o=—— pocp !JII(Tz - TO)2 E

‘Js+i7m-cm’se(22)

The correspo ding c’om.putat ion for the bimolecular reaction
(w = kaze -E?RT) give~

r

I

(23)

Since the only magnitudes depending on the pressure
at which the test is Carried out are .0 and Po (both
directly proportio~ai to P) the linear velocity To for
monomolecular reactions is inversely proportional to ~
and for bimolecular reactions does not depend on the
pressure.

In the derivation of the above formulas we assumed
that the main part of the reaction proceeds in a zone
situated near the maximum temperature TX * and is limited

to the temperature range 6 = T1 - T!. AS we have seen

*The manner by which the combustion of all the initial gas
supplied at a mass rate ‘Jm is maintained When the com-
bustion proceeds in a mixture 90 pe-rcent diluted with the
products of combustion and containing olilY 10 - 15 percent
of initial number of rlolecules of the fuel may appear
strange. As before this gas Wi’tlilow fuel content moves
with. mass velocity vm and it may ‘oe asked where the re-
maining 90 percent of the mixture is burned. There is no
contradiction here and the explanation is that the remaining
90 percent of the fu?l is supplied to the boundary regioil
not by the motion of the gas but by the diffusion of the
fuel molecules to the place of reaction. Thus all the fuel
burns in the combustion zono but under conditions of strong
dilution with the reaction products.
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J

I

the method of solution i,s approximately true only for
6=.S”0.25. .!CI.,-S.ince -the...numbe$:o,f .rn.ol..e.c.ules......a...de- .
creases wi’th i’ncrease in the temperature according to
formula (21) the mixture, ,.inthe range of 61 (from
T1 - Tt to TI) will co~sist mainly ,of the reaction
products and contain .Q small percent of the initial
regulating ,substances.” In connection with this it is
necessary to check to what extent, und,er these ,conditionst
the “assumption will be justified that the most rapid re-
action takes place within the zone and to what extent
the reaction may be neglected at .te.mperatures less than
Tf = TI - el while maintaining the condition el~ 0025Tle

For a bimolecular reaction the conditions will be
least favora31e. For this case

w ka2e -= A.

E
RTI

,,

+/@-
1

where 1? is a certain constant depending “on TI and
e T1 - T.

= If the reaction velocity is represented as
a function of O/Tl the shape of the curve will depend
on the value of ‘Y = RT1/E. Carrying out the computation
for Y = 0.05, O.l,and 0.2 we shall find that if the re-
action velocity w may be negleoted for ‘Y = O.O5,
e/Tl > 0.25, that is,consider that practically the entire
reactfon occurs at G/Tl ~ 0.25 then this is no longer
true for Y = 0.2. Hence for a bimolecular reaction the
application of formula. (23) is restricted to the values
RT1/E =0.1 or values of the energy of activation E
larger than 40,000 at maximum temperature !?I % 2000°.
For monomolecular reaCtions conditions will be more
favorable and formula (22) will be applicable to cases
of practical interest.

.. .. The,alsove approximate.o,n.,,f.undaim,en.t.al.-for the iheory,
may be analyzed more accurately though in a less clea,r
fashion in the following manner: As we hav”e seen the
velocity of flame propagation is determined” by the in-

n%
tegral

I

W d!r “= ~. We have already shown that this ““

T<
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integral should depend littjle oti‘t,he.choice Of. T!. Iti

other words it should differ Ifttle from its “limiting

r!?1
value W dT. In order that this be true it is nec-

e~~a,r;’~hat
w(T!) should be sufficiently small. ‘de

obtain “a correct result only if the difference el = Y1-Tt
thus determined does not exceed 0.25 T1.

(24)

where

I?igure 18 shows graphically j as a function of PI for
Y = 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2. The arrows indicate the values of
P1. for which j does not differ by more than 10 - 15
percent of its limiting value.
$1

lie s’ee that these values of
will be 4, 2.5, and 2 and the corresponding values

of 61/Tl = Y@). will be 0.2, 0,25, and 0.4. Thus, here
too,we come to the same conclusion as before, namely, that
the solution is valid only up to values of Y 4 0.1 since
for large values of Y the reaction zone is propagated in
the temperature range 61 > 0.25 TI and the assumption
that the main part of the bimolecular reaction occurs in
the temperature range near TI becomes untrue. We may

by the way,note, that the limj.ting va,iue of the integral
J=2 obtained above (see formula) is not correct and
is’associated with neglecting the term Yj3 in comparison
with unity in formula (24). ‘The value of this integral
depends in fact on th_e parameter Y and for the values.
most often encountered in tests the limiting value of the
integral is equal to unity. In other words under the square
root sign in formula (23) there should stand 2 instead of 4.

In the zone of reaction x > 0, as we have seen,
TI - T is small and of order of magnitude equal to RT~2/E.
We shall denote the concentration a of the fuel molecules
“for X>c) by aeff. Then according to formula .(21) aeff
will be of order of magnitude equal to
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RT12
To Y. .@ocp

‘(RT 2,

To_ .__= aocpw RT12 ‘T.1
“’aeff’=’ao fi”lyl “ To “= ~ ()

~ ,J,.—
E T1 .MOQ?N E TI

Poc~ RTz2
()
To P6cpT.o ,RTi

=— —— = PCP R.T12.

Q1~
(25)

Tl=Q~E. Q’ E

If we consid’er:dhat the fuel concentration in the
combustion zone’ is c-onstant and. equal .,to.
justified in the solution of the pr,oblem “o~e$~lo~~’t~r~f
flame propagation, in making use of formula (16) derived
for reactions of, zero order substituting S = kaeff for
monomolecular and ka2eff for bimolecular, reactions, We
then, as may be shown without difficulty, obtain the same
result as with the strict treatment expressed by formulas
(22) and (23). For’mula (16) and the expressions for the
effective concentration aeff are thus sufficient for
obtaining an expression for the velocity of flame propa-
gation in various kinetic cases. In particular this re~
mains true also for the case where the reaction ‘occurs
between two components a and b, for example, according
to the law.

kabe-E/RT
w=

If there is a deficiency in the component, a and
an excess in the component b the concentration bf of
the component in the reaction zone may be assumed equal
to its concentration in the. combustion products (it is
computed by the stoichiomet’ric equation from the initial
state composition of the mixture”) and the concentration

aeff may be computedby formula (25). ,Then substituting

the value ‘w = kaeffble -E/RTl thus computed in formula
(16) we ob’tain,a, correct result. It f~ interesting to
note that the’ actual effective concentration of the fuel
molecules in the reaction zone does not depend directly
on the in’’itialconcentration a. but is determined only
by the maximum, ~~m~erature of, gombu$.,tion

=. T13., Thus,, if.,
“the “’~~~F$’~%W~&S+’rna~nt6f”nGd“c”onstant ‘for’tiar’iousvalues of
a. (by substitut~ng, for,example , one inert diluting
substance for another with a different density or specific
heat or by varying,the ini,t$al temperature’of the mixture)
then the actual concentration of the fuel in the combustion
zone re”mains constant.

?.
.
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Itiview of the above circumstance it would be prac-
tically impossible for us to determine the order .of the
reaction from flame propagation tests at constant pressure
(varying a. by dilution with an inert gas). Since, how-
ever, aeff is proportional to the density of the gas or
its pressure w? may determine the order of the reaction
from tests at vari”ous pressures. In the case of the com-
bustion of a bimolecular system consisting of molecules
A and B we may establish the order of the reaction only
relative to that component which is in excess since onlY
Its concentra~ion. is entirely determined by the initial
concentration and is “equal to the difference between the
initial concentration and the numbe’r.of molecules enter-
ing into the combustion. Thus, in the example considered
below of the oxidation of”CO, from ‘a comparison of the test
data with the formulas for the propagation velocity we can
assert only that the speed of reaction is proportional to
the ,yater vapor concentration, does not depend on OZ in
oxygen-rich mixtures and is proportional tO the co coKi-
cent”ration in mixtures with excess of the latter. More-
over from. the dependence on the pressure it may be con-
sidered that the reaction has a second order. If the
assumption is made that the kinetic law is the same for
mixtures rich in oxygen and rich in CO it follows from
these data that the speed of reaction is proportional to
the product (CO) (H20). If, however, this assumption is
not made the following law would satisfy the test data:
The reaction speed is proportional to the product of the
general pressure by (HaO) in excess 02 and (CO) (H20)
in excess CO.

It should be stated that although the new theory,
with the aid of the test results on the velocities .of
propagation, provides much information on the kinetlcst.
bf homogeneous reactions at temperatures fromwhich the .
reaction time is measured in 10-4 - 10-S seconds (pro-
vided by no other methods); from this peculiar nondepend-
ence oi the effective concentration on the initial con-
centration; no complete guarantee of the uniqueness of the
solution ,O:fthe problem can always be given.

In ‘the derivation of formulas (22) Snd (23). we made
a number of restricting assumptions not. always corresponding
to the true c“ondi,tions “of the flame propagation. Our ‘furthe~
problem will be to free, the themry of these restrictions
and to extend the for,mul’as obtained to any real case.

These restricting” assumptions, were:.,, ,

(1) the specific heat was constant



- . ,(“2)

(3)

(4)
.,’
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the ratio:, ,.,“~/cpr ,,~.l:atis,.?the ratio of ‘the
heat conduct zvity”to the’ sQticiffc’h-eat$’““-”~
was constant

,.
the number of molecule~ did not vary during

the reaction

the coefficients of heat conduction and
diffusion’ were “equal “

In the case that A/c-n is constant but A is
variable, it is necessar~~ to’ employ as the variable not
the, temperature but the heat content H and. therefore the
equation of heat distribution in the form (11) . The con-
centration field afp will be similar to the field of
heat content, equation (21) being replaced by the equation

a=ao~~
Po HI - Ho

(26)

The method of solving the equation will be entirely anal-
ogous to that which was earlier employed except that H
wi~Ll everywhere be substituted for T. Since, however,

T

t

in the integral W dH the temperature enters ex-
H-.J

t ?

‘ -E/R and
plicitly w = Se ~t is the heat content
correspond g to a certain temperature ~r near T1 it
is necessary to transform this integral to the variah.le

TI “,

T in the form
r

wcpdT where CP is variable. More-
.Tl~

over, if thereacti.on i’smonomolecular w “is proportional
to a which is turn in linearly connected with “H. There
thus enters under the integral CP2 and foi bimolecular

,>. ,.reactions C,P?* Howevtiy, since the temperature interval
in which the reaction occurs is no’i l~rge”’i’t‘m’Aybe assumed

,.,

that within it
%

is constant correspoilding to a tempera-
ture near the corn,ustion temperature and a compositiori.of
the gas approximately that of the products’ of combustion.
We shall denote the value of Cp corresponding to the
temperature TX by C*

P
and the corresponding value of

ii -, ,m,, ,,. ,.-!!-
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the heat conductivity 3Y A*. Computation shows” that
formulas (22) and (23) in their second form hold also
for variable specific heat except that. for c

E
and A

th~re is substituted C$ and A*, that is, t e specific
heat and heat conductivity .Of the products of reaction
at the maximum combustion temperature T1.

In the.case of non-constant A/cp and Dp we may~
in integrating equation (111) assume A/cp = A*/c& that

is, consider it a constant magnitude because of the small-
ness of the temperature interval T1 - T!. ‘Jith regard
to the integration of equation (11) there is substituted

(cp/A)(T1
——

- To) for (cP/A) (Tl - To) where (cp/~) is

defined as
T~—

[

~ d!r
T*

T1 - To

Thus in the formula for the flame propagation in-
stead of the magnitude ~cp for the monomolecular and

icp: for the bimolecular reaction there enter corre~

spondingly

Due to the smallness of these corrections, however, we
shall take no further account of them.

If the reaction occurs with change in the number of
molecules in the ratio nl /n.E then in the reaction zone
where the principal mass of the gas consists of the prod-
ucts of reaction the number of fuel molecules will be not
a a. HI- H

=— — but
P Po HI - Ho

a ao ‘1 HI-H—=— —
p. Pon2 % - Ho

(2?)
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becaus”e the density of the gas”varies in the rat;o nl/n20
In cor”respondefice’with “this’””nl]nz “’a-rid(nl’/na)- for mono-
molecular and bimolecular reactions~ respectively, enter
the formula under the square root sign. .

Finally a very important case to consider is the
one where ~/cp # Dp their ratio being

A
—--: Dp =A : B
CP

This is particularly important in the cases of combustion
of hydrogen in air or chlorine where the diffusion is
determined by the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen and
the conductivity by that of the mixture. Simple computation
shows that in this case it is necessary to introduce under
the square root sign in the formula, t!le additional factor
A/B for monomolecular and (A/B)2 for bimolecular reactions.

,
In the case A/cp: DP = A : B tho fundamenta~ equations

(19) become

d2e - ~
A—

L6
—+W= o

dx2 m dx

B
d2a.—. *+W=Od~z ‘m d~

According to the law ‘of conservation of energy in the
initial and final components

(U)m = CLI = ~ = (0)0 = 81 = Cp ‘T’- ‘o)
Q!

SinCe L = Cp (Tl - To) = aoQ!/po

In ‘the reaction zone a“ ari”d El, as b’ef’dre, approximately
satisfy the equations

1.
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“Integrating in this interval we obtain,
~

“ (:)x-(s)+m-:’=$f”w’”““’
x“

J(.mx. (:)+m-s g.; ‘w..
x’

that is,

Q2=A4!ian~a. $e+c
dx B d’

Since according to the boundary conditions for” e = 81,

a= al = G~ we have

whence

/

( ‘)c= 1-$,01

In region I we may in equations (19) set
integrating once, we obtain

Integrating a. second tim~ we obtain

Vmx

(28)

w= O whence,
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where 6! and ‘at are the values of
-.. x= O boun”ding regions I and II. “

,.

a. :’
a.- aO.. . . ,-. — = a; -=U1

PO “P o(O

whence

‘a
-=q.l-a =e~-cx’
P’

10,26, 51

e and u for

or by formula (28)

or

+=(Ta= ‘B Qtl -
Ap (TI -T”) A To TI-T

T)=--–a
~ Po o (T1 -TO) ‘–ao TT1 -ToB

(29)

In other words in, the region where the reaction proceeds,
the values of a differ from those which would be obtained
for A = B (see formula (21)) only by the factor A/B.

In their final form the equations for the normal
velocity of propagation, in the case of” simple monomolecular
or bimolecular reactions with one substance taking part
(decomposition of ClaO, explosive substances), are written
as follows:

o ~/2’;c::(:)(;)(~)(*Y:*v= (30)
o

for monomolecular reactions, and
.,

t

/ ~(?)’z)’eji$)’+’2A*(kao)
To = (31)

.. .. . ..
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for bimolecular reactions.

It is necessary to say something about the widths of
the heatir~g and reaction zones. In the heating zone
(x from -m to O) according to formula (?) for Ti- To~T1- To

!y
- To = (Tl - To) eax

where al = Vmc /x. This means that the drop in temperature
T- To .!from 1 s maximum value TI - To occurs e times
in the distance

(32)

~,rhere ‘o is the linear velocity of propagation and Do

the coefficient of diffusion at the initial temperature
Toe In the majority of cases at atmospheric pressure

Hence the heating zone

l=~x-= 2.6 x 10-2,cm & 0.2 - 0.3 mm

The reaction zone ~ m~.y be roughly estimated as follows
from equation (11)

()dT _ vmcp
7Ko’– ~. (Tl - To)

where (dT/dx)o is the value of the derivative at the
boundary of the reaction zone. We note further that for
x+‘+ ‘, td:;:;:m = 0 “ We shall consider that themean
value of L - in the reaction “zone will be equal to
~(dT/dx)o, Hence
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.- ,., .. ..... . .- .,.,
,,. == ~“= (T”

.dx. 2 ‘~ 1
2“LT0)””-:”””””’~~ .,

or, integrating we obtain

(33)

As we see, the drop in temperature in the reaction zone
is of the order (Tl - T’) = (Tl - To) 0.2 whence the
reaction zone is of the order of magnitude

f! =0.4 [ = 0,4 x -2.6 x 10-a =0.1 mm = 10-2 cm

The mean free path is of the order 10-5 cm at normal
temperature and pressure. At 200,0G it will be approxi-
mately 10 times as large, that is, about 10-4 cm. This
means that the entire width of the reaction zone is of
the order of a hundred times the length of the mean free
path. The number of impacts during diffusion in this zone
isn= (~/1)2, that is, of the order of tens of thousands.
The time of stay in the ?ea.cti.on zone is

The time “oetween impacts is I/u s 10-4/i05 = 10-9, that is,

n = lo**

4. CON3?IRMATION Ol? THE 1THE0R% -FOR SIMPLii REACTIONS

(TEF!ORY 03? COiVIHJSiION 03?EXPLOSIVE SU13STAHG33S

AITD IN PARTICULAR NITROG.LYGOL) ,
,,, ,.,,, ,,.,-,,~

Belayev (reference 4) proposed a theory according to
which all easily vaporizable explosive substances” burn in
the gaseous phase. The -surface” of the explosive burns con-
tinuously by- the heat of the combustion ‘conducted to the
surface , the heat bringing about vai~ori,zation and raising
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the temperature at the surface to the boiling temperature
Tb and thus sUpplying a Continuous flOW Of vapor tO the
combustion zone. For all combustible explosive substances
capable of being vaporized without igniting .(and which
not only detonate but burn) this new point of view regarding
their combustion appears to be much more probable than
the old conceptions of direct combustion in the condensed
phase. Belayev proved his hypothesis by direct test. By
photographing the flame of nitroglyco.1 he showed that
betWeen meniscus of the liquid and the flame zone there is
a narrow dark zone, the width of wti.ichis measured in tenths
of millimeters at atmospheric pressura and attains 1 milli-
meter a.t atmospheric :pressure and attains, ,,1millimeter for
combustion at lowered pressura. It ‘is thus possible to con-
sider the theory of Bela,yav as proven by direct experiment.
The mass rate of combustion Vm may be directly measured
from the rate of,lowering of the meniscus (u) in the com-
bustion of nitroglycbl. This ‘directly measured magnitude
may be provisionally denoted as the linear velocity of com-
bustion of the liquid nitroglycol. It would be more correct
to call it the linear velocity of vaporization in the com-
bustion of nitroglycol. The mass rate of vaporization Vm
is evidently equal to the mass rate of combustion of the
nitroglycol vapor since all tha nitroglycol ‘ourns in the
form. of vapor. The linear speed of combustion of the
nitrogiycol vapor is therefore

.Ln= [u][p-J
v
c1 po PO

where (p) is the dansity of the liquid nitroglycol, p.
the d,ansity of the nitroglycol vapor at the test pressure
and the initial temperature.

Belayev applied the taeory of Zeldovich-Prank-Kamenet-
sky to the computation .of the speed of combustion of tha
nitroglycol vapor. We shall present the computation, making
use of tha equation of heat propagation, in tha form of
equation (2).

AS was done before wa shall divide the entire process
into that of ragion II whera the main part of the reaction
takes place and whera i.t is poss~ble to neglect the term
vmc@T/dx and ragibn I ‘or the ~reheating region where it
is possible to neglact ‘the s~eed of reaction w. The
difference between the present case and that described
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above is that region I its”ezf must now ‘be fui-ther sub-
,> divided into region It(the dark preheating zone. of the

vapor) and region It : of the preheating of the liquid’
explosive from the initial temperature To to the boil-
ing temperature at the boundary of the liquid and vapor

In both regions the same equationphase (fig’-. 19).
applies

,

except that the constants h and are different. For
the liquid these magnitudes will lec~enoted (A) and (cp).
Since the vaporization associated with the expenditure of
thermal energy occurs at the boundary between the- liquid
and vapor phases of the explosive substance, the flow of
heat. A(dt/dX)b~ from the va~or side of the boundary sur-
face will be greater than the flow (A) (dT/dx)k’ I from
the other side of the bound:!ry surface in the liquid phase
by the arnou.ntof energy required in vaporizing Vm grams
of the substance per second per unit area of surface.
Hence,

wh~ro F is the latent heat of vaporization of one gram
Of the explOSiVa.

The temperature distribution is qualitatively in-
dicated in figure 19. Integrating the equation for region
II we obtain

Integrating the equation for re,gion I~:t we obtain
r-., .!. . . .,,,

)[~](22 : = ‘m[cp~ (Tboil - To)

,,,,,,,-,-, ,, , ,,,,,— -, ..,—.— ——.,,.. .,,----- .. . . ,. ...—. —
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whence for region It w.e obtain :

or integrating, the width of the dark preheating zone is
obtained as

kJ!4. Cp (Tl - Tboil)+ [cp](Tboil- ‘1’~)+J?
(35)

The magnitude in the numerator under the logarithm sign
is no other than the heat of com’bllstion of 1 gram of the
liquid explosive. Thus

t=Lln— L

Cpvm ~cp](Tboil - ‘o)+ F

As regards flame propagation velocity the latter
will,be expressed by the same formulas (30) and (31)
as for the gas because in zone II the equation is the
same as for the gaseous case and. the expression for the
derivative according to formula (34) is

A study of the speed of combustion of nitroglycol
shows that (u) increases in direct proportion to tb.e
external pressure p, that is , (u) = p vo/(p) where

Po is directly proportional to p an~ the density
of the liquid (p) does not depend on the pressure. As

we ha..ve seen, the.formula V. vai-ies in inverse proportion
to Jy for monomolecular reactions and is independent of
P fOr bimO15CUla.r reactions. Thus , in order to satisfy
the tc!st data with regard to the dependence of the speed
of combustion of liquid nitroglycol on the pressure, we
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must assume that the reaction is bimolecular. On the
“o’tH”erhand; d“ire’ctstudy ‘by”Appfn of the slow decomposition
of nitroglycol vapor at low temperatures and pressures
has shown that the speed of reaction oboys the monomolcc-

,,
ular law w=

35000
1014 ae - —

RT

Belayev assumes that at the high temperatures corre-
sponding to the combustion zone, the speed.of “activation
of the molecules .as a, result of the impacts becomes in-
sufficient for the establishing of a stationary concen-
tration (computed from statistical data) of the active
molecules. The speed of rcacti-on then begins to be deter-
mined by the number of activating impacts, that is , becomes
bimolecular. A similar phenomenon has long been known for
all monomolecular reactions which with the lowering of
pressure show a drop of the molecular constant and hence
for su~ficiently low pressures become bimolecular. It iS
also known that with increase in the temperature the drop
in the constant with decreasing -pressure becomes more sharp
and thus the pressures at which the reaction passes over
into the bimolecular increase.

It is possible that in this way the hypothesis of
Belayev should be explained according to which at very
high temperatures of the reaction the decomposition of
the nitroglycol is bimolecular, even at atmospheric
pressure. It should be noted that according to test
results on the kinetics of monomolecular decomposition
the reaction products as a rule are capable of a.s’good:
activation of the molecules of the initial substance on
impact as the impingement of two molecules of the initial
substance. Thus the bimolecularity of these reactions is
exceptional. Whsreas , for example, for the usual %imolec~
ular reaction of the type 2HJ = Hz + J2, the decomposition
is possible only on the impact of two particles of the
initial substance and i~ = kaae -Z/RT; in this case the

activated molecule of the nitroglycol decomposes by itself
and the reaction is possible on impact with any particle,
particularly with particles of the products of its de-
composition, whence

,., ,, ,., ., ... .. . ,, ,,.”.,

Za(M) e
-E/R;

w =

where (M). is the number of all molecules (both of ‘nitro-
glycol and of the products of its decomposition)’ in a unit
volume.

I I nmmm.mnmmmmmm,m . . . —... ,, . . . .,. -... -. —-.--—. .-.,—.—
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.

The riu~ber (M} is determined by the initial number
of molecule-s of nitroglycol a. and is equal to aoTo/T1
whence

w= (Zao] ae
-E/R!l?lTo

~

“Reme~3ering the character of the derivation of the
expression for the v~l~citjr wo we shall see that it
will %e determined net by the expression for bimolecular
reactions but by the expression for monomolecular reac-
tions with this difference only, that instead of the
constant ~f first order k{ - 1013 - 1014),we shall have

In the case that A = B, we obtain

(36)

.. As in the case of purely bimolecular reactions V.
does not depend on the pressure p because a. and Po
‘are directly proportional to the pressure, Hence L1 aild
“Vm will in correspondence with the test be directly’
‘-proportional to the pressure. Since p. = Vao/lT where
“p is the molecular weight of the nitroglycola

The fundamental magnitude for the computation of the
speed of combustion is the lieat of decomposition L of the
nitroglycol in the flame. during its combustion in an inert
atmosphere. In the case of its combustion in air there
arises, as we have seen, a secondary flame of combustion of
the prcducts of the primary decomposition. This secondary
nrocess has no relation with the speed of combustion and
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we are therefore interested only in the heat of combustion>-
‘“of””-t’h6,primar$-p~ocess ‘which rea&.il-y.occurs. -i-n.an....inert ‘
atmosphere. Direct measurement of L has not ~een. made,
Appiri, h.ow;ve~. determined the products of the primary
flame, by direct analysis, The laiter gave the following
final chemical equation for the decomposition:

C2H4(ON02]2 = 2N0 + 1.7C0 i- lm7Ha0 + Qc3C02 + Oo3Ha

This “shows that the greater part of the molecules is
decomposed according to the equation

C2HA(ON02)e = 2N0 + 2C0 + 2H20

and a smaller part according to the equation

C2H4(OJf02)2 = 2N0 +. 2C0 -!- 2H2

Com:~uting the heat of this decomposition of nitroglycol
on the %asis of the hsat of formation, as recommended
by A. Schmit, Belayev arrives at a value L = 450 calories
pt~r gram. Knowing L and using the meq,n specific heat
of the raaction -products given in the tables of Lewis
and von Elbe, Be~ayev arrives at the following val%e for
the maximum combustion temperature:

TI - To = 1350° or TI = 1350°+ 3000 =1650°K

The energy of activation E is taken by Be3.ayev from the
tests of Appin for low-ternpere.ture decomposition of the
nitroglycol vapor squal to 35,000 c’alories. The specific
heat of the reaction products for T1 = 1650°K is computed
by B,elayev from the data of Lewis aiid von Elbc as -c$” =0.35. “
The heat condtictivity of the products for T = TI was com-
puted from the metin condu’ctivit.ies at O°C and then corrected
for the temperature 1650°K by the correction of Ceteriand.
The ratio of the number of initial to the number of final
molecules nl/n2 = 1/6 (according to the stoichiometric
equation) .
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We shall carry out th’ese computations by a -somewhat
diffbrerit metho~? According to the kinetic theory of

AZ”=“gases — ~ ~ “(for derivation see belowi section $)..
Pcl o

In the case of ‘the decomposition of the vapor of pure
nitroglycol no = a.

2.W3X83X106XT1 ~3x83xi06x1650~4 X1O1l
u= =

v w v

Both as regards the nun%er’ of impacts a.iidthe heat
conduction the prii~cipal role in the combustion zone will
be played by the molecules of the decomposition products
of nitroglycol, these being the lighter. Their value of
# must therefore enter the formula. Assuming p = 30
we have

2
u=; )( 1010; Cp = 0.35

whence

AZ! .
‘35CO0 -

1.5X 1O=; e“~ ‘“—
‘T1 = e 3300 = -10.6 = ~ 5X10-5

z a.
e .

. .

Substituting all these values in formula (36) we obtain

,.

/2xl.5xlog
v= 1

2e34x ’1Oq x2.5x10-5 = 5~-
J

= 7 cm/sec .
0 2 x 105 30x6,

and the corresponding mass rate of reaction ‘m =V o Pcl
at p s 7 x 10-3 gives vm = 4 x 9 x 10-”2 g/~~c C~:2- The value
actually observed, by 13elayev at room tempere.ttire is
4 x 5 x 10-2 g/see cm’. The agreement between-the theory
and experiment is’ therefore extremely good.
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On increasing the iilitial temperature To at a
given h&a”t- L the ma,ximum temperature TI increase’s and
hence also th~jvelocity of reaction and the velocity of
fl”ame propagation. Eelayev computed temperatures TI
corresponding tci various values of To from 20°to 200°.
Moreover, he experimentally determined the speed of ,com-
bustion u (proportional to vm) at various temperatures
To. We present below some of the results.

TABLE 2

T. in.‘K To in ‘C

20 1650 20
50 1685 60

110 1753 100
140 1790 140
170 1~~~ 180
200 1867

Vm

u=—
Po

0,29
.33
.44
.52
.57

The relation between TI and
seen from. the formula, is

u= l’m/’Po$ as is

in #- E ~
=—+C1

2RT~
and lg L = 2.34x 2x2T1 + c*

1 !r~

Substitutiilg for each given To the computed TI and
the expcrimontally determined U, we should obtain a
linear relation between Ig U/Tl and ~/Tl
slope.

with the

_E,= 35000 *“
9.2 9.2

3800

Figure 20 shows the experimentally determined relation .
between lg u/Tl and l/Tl for liquid. nitroglycol (data,.,
of Ilelayz’v). We See that the paints with some scatter

—.
*TO cloes not enter iince, according to formula (36) with
increase in T there is a simultaneous decrease in a.
SO that (a. T~j2 remains constant.
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arrange themselves on a straight line with a slope equal
to 4100.

The above results thus also confirm the theory of
fl,ame propagation. and give, for the energy of’ activation,
a value practically coinciding with the value 35~000
assnrned by us according to the tests of Ap.pin for the
computation of the absolute velocities.

In conclusion we shall compare the observed and com-
puted widths of the heating zone. Substituting in formula
(35) the value A* = 2 x 10-4. c~ = 0.4 and Vm = 4.5 x10-2
the heat of vaporization of nitroglycol F = 43,000 calories
and the boiling ‘t&mperature Tb = 200°C~ we obtain
‘~ =0.2 millimeters. The width of the dark zone at atmos-.
pheric pressuce directly measured by Ilelayev (microphoto-
graph and flame photograph) gave a value of the same order
of magnitude.

Siizce‘the velocity Vm varies in direct proportion
w-ith the pressure, with decrease in the latter, the width
of the dark zone should increase in inverse proportion
to the pressure ancl,as a matter of fact, the tests of
Belayev for pressures of 100 millimeters give a w~.Ath of
the dark zone of the order of 1 millimeter. Thus the teits
of Ilelayev give excellent coilfirmation of the new theory
of flame propagation.

5. CHECK OF THE THEORY BY ILKAMPLE OI?A CHAIN OXIDIZING

REAcTIoN (THEORY OF FLAME PROpAGATION IN CARBON MONOXIDE,

AIR, AND CARBON MONOXIDE - OXYGEN MIXTURES)

One of the most important combustion reactions is
that of the combustion of carbon monoxide. Together with
the oxidation of hydrogen this reaction determines also the
combustion of hydrocarbons (since it may be assumed that
in the heating zone the hydrocarbons are first transformed
into CO and H~ which then burn).

The oxidizing reaction of hydrogen represents a chain re-
action with many branches. (The question as to the applica-
tion of the theory of Zeldovich to this .type of reaction still
remains open.) In contrast to this the oxidizing reaction
of CO represents a chain reaction, the velocity of which
very soon attains stationary values, and we may assume that
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,>, notwiths tanding’”the small’ width of ‘theflame front the
‘v”e”l-oc’it~61-”+~his-f4&c”tion is completely determined -by .
the temperature .5nd the concentration at any given place
within the combustion zone. This behavior of the oxi-
dizi’ng reaction of” CO isassociated with the fact that
it takes place only in,the presence of water vapor, the
products of whose decomposition (OH, H) are ’a.ctive tien-
tersg Since~he quantity” of OH and H islimited by.tlie ‘
moisture content the reaction velocity cb.nno’texcbed” a
certaiu definite value. “In:section 1 we enumerated, in
detail, the various properties of the flamo propagation
velocity in CQ mixtuies. Zeldovich aaalyzed the data
of various foreign authors and also” tilose”of our cowork~r,
Barsky, and shotieclthat the properties of the CO flame
and its absolv,te velocity may be obtained. from our general
theoretical formulas if it is assumed that the oxidizing
reaction velocity of ‘CO is determined by the following”
kinetic law:

25000
d[COa] d[021 d[hO] . ~e- ‘PT
—.-2 dt

dt ‘“T [H20][C0-J (37)

We may note that H20 appears only as a catalyzer
and is not required in the course of the reaction. In
or~er to present more clearly the reaction velocity
according to (37) we construct a table of values of

-25000/RT
UI=e (the probability of the reaction computed
for one impact of the molecules H20 and CO) and. the
reaction times T (time daring which the products 02
and CO are decreased to l/e of their ‘initial values].

T“l.f” ‘w x 103. -rsec

1300 0.03 3 x 10-3
1600 ● 33 3 x 10-4’
2000 2-8 3.5 x 10-5
2400..,,.. ,+, 1.4 x 10-5
3000’ ““’‘.2;::.. .: $ ,, q..x ~o-f5...

.-

In order to coiiipute the velocity of flame propa-
gation according to”the kinetic’ law of equation (37)
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we shall distinguish case 1 when the initial, gas. contains
CO in considerable .excess of the stoichiometric quantity
and case 2 when there is a deficiency of CO.

.,

Case l.- .As we have already seen above, the reaction
in.the combustion zone occurs in a gas$ the composition of
which is.near that of the final products. In the cooled
fiilal products the concentration of car-eon monoxide .will

~~ m$~~~~l~s(~~)o - ‘c02)l ~“here (Co). is the numberCO in a unit volume of the initial miX-
ture and (Coa). is the number of molecules of C02 in
a uuit of volume of the final products (after theii. cool-
ing to temperature To) or, what amounts to the same thing,
the number of burned molecules of co. In the combustion
zone where the temperature is near the maximum temperature
of combustion TI the number of CO molecules in unit
volume (the actual concentration of CO) will be

The number of molecules of 320 in the combustion zone
varies in r~lation to (Hgo)o Olily in the ratio To/Tl
since H2 O is not required in the reaction. Hence the
aciu~,l coacentrati-on of H20 will be

Thus

()
2

w= Ze
-E/RT ‘0— [H2010[CO]

‘i’l
(38)

We soo that in the above expression the oxygen concen-
tratioil, that is, the only concentration which varies
considerably in the combustion zone does not enter~ Thus
in realtion t.o 02 the reaction is of the first order and
therefore the mathematical expression for the velocity
of the flame propagation ~~ill be simile.r to formula (16).

For the sake of clearness, hOW~ver, ‘tieshall derive



this expression from-the general formula (12):>>- ., ,,..,.,”._..,, ,.. ,,.. ..
I

0- “
..

By substituting w from formula (38) and carrying out
the corresponding computations, we find

(40)

where E = 25,000.

We shall derive formula (40). Substituting w from
formula (38) under the integral sign of formula (39) we
obtain

0

.

According to the. kinetic theory of gases the heat con-
ductivity iS

,,... A .= + Iup .:

where C is the molecular specific heat of the mixture
(at the combustion temperature ~ =.9)

,,,,, ,,,,,,.,-,,-.■ ✌✌✌ ✌✌ ✎✍
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z =
.J

211&.1 = .*

t3J~hfj~ (> n is the number of molecules in a unit volume of
tho mixture at the combustion temperature and equal to
no To/Tl (where no is the number of molecules in the
cold mixture). For T = TI the thermal velocity of the
molocult~s is

where U300 is the velocity of the molecules
temperature, that is, for our mixture ’300 z

*=1
Lpo “ “[fJ?3J1

at room
5 x lo4 cm/sec.

SiIICe Q’(C02)1 = Lpo is the heat given ●p in the coribustion
of e unit volume of the mixture.

. .

where M is the ratio of the weight of the burning CO
m?lecule: to the weight of all mclecules in the initial
mixture , th::t is, in view of the nearness of the molecular
weights of cc, 02 and N~ and because the burned CO
is equal to (C%.)1

[C02]1;~o =
n
o

and hence



where the heat af formation of a~oleculeof C02 is Q =
. ‘-7 x 104--calories. Su’bst,i.tu-tingall .thc..obtained values

in f~rr,~~-la(42) we obt~.in formula (40) taking a me~,n v~.~ue
of ~ ~ 3(3*

C;L5@ ~.- For a doficioncy of CO—— — its concentration
in thu c2i2’oU5ti~n zone is small and rapidly changes along
the zone. Since the reaction velocity is proportional to
(CO) we sh.~uld hero make use of the s,aue derivation that
was mfl.deabove for monomolecular reactions. According to
formula (21) the CO concentration in the combustion zone
is

Substituting this expressioil in formula (37) and iilte-
grating we readily obtain

(44)

For monomolecular reactions, howevijr, as we have seen,
this magcitudc being multiplied by To/Tl corres,poi~ds to
the actual Concentra.tioil (CO) in the reaction zone.’ Thus,
.Qe fo==xla for the flame propagation velocity in mixtures.,.>
,..cG;zz deficienc~- of CO.. ,is’t.hesame, as for the case o.f a
co~).siderable excess of CO except that instead of (co)
th.~rc is substituted (CO)eff* Practically, however, a
coasid.erable difference is obtained,
CO mixtures (co) ~

Nhereas in rich
irlcreases with. increase in (CO)O. in

rich 02 mi~ture~ (Co)eff as is seen from formula (44)
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does not depend on (CO)O. if,the combustion temperature
is maintained constant (for example, with the aid of heat-
ing of the mixture by some method).

We tilus arrive at the conclusion that the veloc”ity
of flame propagation in mixtures with equal combustion
temperature remains constant for all mixtures with excess
02 and is independent of the excess of 02. This con-
clusion was confirmed by our coworker, Ilarsky, who measured
the velocity of flame propagation in mixtures with various
excesses of oxygeil and the same concentration (CO)

t
(vary-

ing the ratio OJI?Z in the mixture and thus main aining
a constant combustion temperature). The flame propagation
veloci’ty actually did not depend on the excess oxygen, On
varying by the same method the co content in mixtures
with excess CO and keeping the quantity of oxygen the
same (that is, again maint~.ining T1 constant)$ Barsky,
in correspondence with formula (40) , showed that the veloc-
ity of flame propagation is proportional to the square root—.
of the excess CO, that is, J (co),

For a simultaneous variation of both components the
combustion temperature must necessarily likewise vary and
it is ‘impossible by such simple method to bring out the
dependence of the reaction velocity on CO and 02. Ex-
periments of this kind, conducted by other authors, are
fundamentally in error. By utilizing, however, a certain
initial .preheattig of the mixture it is possible to maintain

T1 co~-stant on vai.yin~ the ratio of the components. itiaking
use of the data of Passauer and others (reference 5) Zel-
dovich conducted such a test of the theory and arrived at
the same result, namely, that the propagation velocity at
c~nst.ant T1 does not de-lend on 02 for an excess of 02
and is proportional to J*; for excess CO. According
to f~rmula (40) the propagation velocity is proportional

to ~;zj ; (that is, to the square root of the concen-
tration or the partial pressure of the water vapor).

On repotting the r~stilts af Tiock and Marvin, shown
in figure 15, in coordinates v - Jmo we obtain go~d
straight lines in agreement with the theory (figure 21).
Far large water vapor contents there are deviations for
the reason at least that the thermal character of the
mixture then begins to change., .

As regards the dependence of the propagation velocity
on the pressure of the mixture it follows frcm formula (40)
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thai for constant percent of moisture content the prop-=...
.agc~tion velccit~y does not depend 011 the pressure-(because
(c~)~s (C02)S (%O).. are proportional to p) and at con-
stant partial vapor pressure v. is inverszly proportional
t.0 \/e know that just this ‘kind of depeildollc~ on theVG ●

pressure is observed in experiment.

It was most interesting t~ compare the’ computed
absolute value. of V. for mixtures of v;.rious ratios
af CO to air. The computation led .to the results shown
by the dotted curve of figure iO. There are, to be sure,
certain deviations from the test results- in the region of
the maximum but these, h~wever, are of the same ordor of
magnitude as the deviations in the test $esult.s, A similar
computation for mixtures of CO with nitrogen and oxygen
in various ‘proportions likewlse led to good agreement with
the test results of 3ahn given in figure 12. In general,
it may be assumed said, that the approximate theory gives
a fair description of the test results in this case.

A comparison was furthermore made ‘betweeil the com-
puted ancl observed propagation velocities for various
initia,l te~~peratures To for various CO air nixtures.
It was fov.ildthat the deviations between theory and ex-
periment in this case are not large. A qualitative ex-
planation was also obtained of the fact tha,t the increase
of the propagation velocity with the pressure in oxygen
mix.k~~res is small. The fact is that whereas it is per-
missible with air mixtures not to ‘take into account the
incorlplete combustion .associat ed with dissociation, in
the case of oxygen mixtures where temperatures up to
3000°11 and a%ove are developed, it is necessary, to take
dissociation in,to account. Details of the computation
will be found in our article (reference 6) while here
we give the result only. The computation leads to an
increase of the velocity with the pressure as pn where
n s 0.12; whereas &xperiioent gives the increase of the
velocity with pressure as pm Wilere m s 0.2. Thus in
this case (if the tests are considered reliable) the
theory gives only the qualitatively correct result, namely,
a srIall increase of ‘o with the pressure in r$ch oxygen
mixtures.

. . .. .... . ...... .... . ..,,

Summarizing all’ that has been said above we may state
that the uew theory of comlmstion; through the”ehoic~’ of the
form of kinetic law for the rate of oxi~ation of CO, which
law c~ntains only a single arbitrary constant (II= 25,000),
rationally accou~ts for all the numerous experimental re-
sults on the flame propagation of CO in air and in oxygen,

#..-.. - — --- ---.-—.-.—.—. ,.———..——— .—— ..—————— -—- .
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quantitatively in most cases and qualitatively in only
a fewcascso It is very interesting.to confirm directly
the ~orr”ectness of the kinetic law postulated by us for
the rate of oxidation,of CO. No experimental method,
‘Unfortunately, has up to the present time been developed
for the study of the reaction kinetics at high temperatures
such that the reaction ,proceqds halfway in a time Ixiterval
~f ~o-3 - 10-4 seconds. We shall, therefore, proceed by
a,.logic.al method and by examining closely the question of
the mechanism of the oxidation of CO, attempt to find
the required kinetic law.

It has been assumed that the catalytic action of
water vapor in the oxidation of CO is based on a con-
version reaction of the water vapor: IIzo + co = C02 + Ha.
The hydrogen thus obtained is soon oxidized and therefore
the total oxidizing reaction proceeds with the reaction
velocity of a conversion reaction. Assuming that the
conversion proceeds according to the simple bimolecular
law we very simply arrive at the required law for the
oxidation of CO:

-E/R~[C0j[H201w= Ze,

Assuming the activation energy of the conversion reaction
equal to 25,CO0 calories we obtain the law “(37) employed
by US. Unfortunately the velocity of conversion computed
by the above formula does not at all correspond to the
meager experimental facts which are available for the
study of a homogeneous conversion reaction. Such a re-
actfon in technical procedure, as is known, occurs with
catalyzers and therefore few have concerned themselves
with hOmOgelleOUs Conversion. On the velocity of conversion
there are available data.by Thompson (reference 7) and
Kondratyev (reference 8) for reactions in quartz vessels
LatT ~ 1000°K, For the con.vers”on velocity under these
coilditi.ons Thompson obtains e-E~RT = 2.5 x 10–14 and
Ko~;~atyev a value one hundred times as large, namely,
10 According to formula. the value obtaiiled
is ap~roximately 1(3-6, that is, 108 times as large
compared with the results of Thompson and 106 times as
large compp.red with the results of Kondratyev. The re-
sults of !l?hompson should be considered as more correct
because he experimented with a vessel” of greater radius
and the possibility o“f catalysis by the wall was less
probable t’han was the case with Kondratyev. In any case
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we see there can be no question of such a .sim:ple ex-
planation-..of .the.law..(37.)”~. . . ‘.....

?1

Invcstigatioris of the velocity of the oxidation
reaction of CO at temperatures of the order of looo°K
in the presence of.water vapor show that this reaction
is “complicated by the chain process, the velacity being
proportional to (co) (H20)
(02).

and inversely proportional to
It is very probable, however, that under these

conditions the primary act,ive centers required for the
start of the chaiil arise at the walls of the vessel as
a rssult of a heterogeneous process, which, of course, does
not occur at high temperatures and. especially in flames-
For this reason the extrapolation of the data obtained
under the above-mentioned conditions to the flame will
hardly be justified. Moreover, reactions in. closed
vessels have received but ,&little study. We are fully
justified in stating, howevsr, that a reaction which
appears as a chain reaction at T ~ 1.OOOO remains a chain
reaction at any Y.igh temperature whatever. It is well
known, moreover, that tho flames of moist CO reveal
in the spectrum the OH radical. Kolidratyev further-
more, quantitatively measured (by the method of light
absorbtioil) the concentration of the OH radicals in
rarified flarles in moist CO having a temperature of
10000 - 1200°K and showecl thiat the concentration of OH
exceeds its equilibrium v~~.luea thousand tir,os. These
facts clearly indicate that the OH radical is one of
the-active centers of the chain oxidizing reaction of CO.

Analyzin~ all possible chain mechanis~,s of this typo,
wc arrived at the conclusion that only one of them is
logically possible at high temperatures. This chain ~oil-
sists of the following steps of elementary reactions:

1,

2.

3.

4.

5.

As

H+-02 =011+0 .7
J

Chain
CC)+ (3S= C02+ H

oi-co=co2

0i-H2=OH+H Brane”hed chains

0H+H2=HZO+H

a resqlt of tha branching of the chaih the total
oxidizing reaction will be acuel~ratod in time until the

.—. ,,, . .. .. . . - —
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concentrations of OH and ‘H reach valaes such that the
reverse reaction of (4) OH + H->H2 + O balances the
direct reaction O+-Ha —>OH + H. After this a stationary
oxidizing reaction is established. It is easy to show that
the direct reactions 4 and 5 will be in equilibrium with
the reverse reactions, that is, in the reaction zone there
will occur the equilibriums

4. 0+ Ii2<aOH + H

and

5. OH -I-H2<~H20 i- ii.

The equilibrium constants X4 and K5 of these reactions
are well known, *

As regards the constants K1 , K2 , and K3 corre-
sjqond.ingto the velocities of reaction 1, 2, and 3 the
situation is less favorable. For the constants KI and
K~ there are approximately known the activation energies
El = 26,000 * 4000, E2 = 10,OOO = 300C, The coefficient
before the exponential for the first reactio~i is not known
and for the second is of”the order O.OIZ* No study was
made at all of t~he constant K3. If it is assumed that
reaction 3 occurs for every third impact then at atmospheric
pressure K3 g 10-3. If the most probable values of the
constants from the experimental and theoretical poin’ts of
view are taken, the series of reactions leads to a kinetic
law which agrees with expression (37) in the sense of the
dependence of the velocity on the temperature and on the
concentrations (CO) and (H20) ; (it gives a practical non-
dependence on (02)). For mixtures with excess CO, however,
it gives an absolute reaction velocity about 10 times less
than the actual. Since the measured values of the kinetic
constants of the elementary reactions are bad the matter
is evidently associated with the not entirely correct choice
of these constants. In general, we may say, that the check
of the new thaory on the oxidation of CO leads to satis-
factory results.

Translation by S. Reiss$
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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Continuation of Tigu.resll, 12,15

Key for Figure 11

1- 87$ “Na+134 02: 2 - 83$ I?2+ 17$ 02;
3- 79$ 272+21$ o~; 4 - 707 N~+ 3QZ 02:
5- 60&Na+4C$ 02: ~ - 40$ N2+ 60$ 02;
7- 20$ l?2+80$ 02; ~ 1.5$ N2+98.5g 02;

Key for Figure 12

85$ N2+15$ 02;1- 87.5$ Va+12.5$ 02; 2-
3- 82.5$ N2+17.5$ 02; 4- 79$ N2+2i$ 02;

70$ Na+30~ OZ;5- 75% N2+25~ 02; 6-
7- 65$ lT2+G5~ 03; tl- 60~ N2+40~ 02;

40$ BZ+60$ 02;9- 5ofi N2+5c~ o~; 10 -
20$ X2+80$. 02;11 - 30$ U2+70$ 02; 12 -

13 - 10$ N2+90$ 02; 14 - 1.5 E2+98.5$OZ;

Key for Figure 15

1- pGO-t02 = ~00 mm;
2- PCO+02 = 150 mm;

3- PCO+02 = 200 mm;

4- PCO+02 = 300 mm;

5 - PCO+02 = 76o mm; .
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Figs. 1,7,8,9,10,11

Figure 8. Figure 9.

Figure 10.- Normal velocity of Figure 11.- lTormalvelocity of
flame propagation flame propagation in

of car%on monoxide-air mixtures. mixtures of CO with atmospheric
N2 + 02. The percent composition

Full curve - tests of Passauer,
x- tests of Chitrin,

~~;t+(3~J~m~h curve is

o - tests of Barsky;
c3- teets of Jahn. The dotted
curve was compu%ed by the
formulas of the new theory of
the flame propagation with
the kinetic law (37).
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.. .

Figure 3.- Wave ,frontmoving
in a horizontal

tube (d = 5 cm). The burning
mixture consists of 55
percent CO and 45 percerxt
air. At point a flame .
oscillations ari8e.
(photography BarSky).

Figure 2

Figure 4.- An example of uniform flame propagation.
(Photograph taken on a rotating film by Sokolik).

Figure 5

.. . . .

Figure 6
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Figure 12.- Normal velocity of flame
propagation in mixtures

of hydrogen with atmospheric Np + 02. Figure 14.
The percent of N2 + 02 along e%h
curve is constant (Jahn).

POcm/s

Figure 13.. Normal velocity of flame
propagation in methane.

air mixtures (Coward and Hartwell).

o

Fi~”e 15.
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Figure 19
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1-PCO+02 =100 MM, 2-PCO+02

3-%0+02 =%0 MM, 4PCO+02 =300 JEW,

=760 MU5-PCO+02

Figure 21
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